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1
– Introduction –
Since the signing of the peace agreement between Egypt and Israel, the path to peace has
been a topic of debate and research. Scholars have debated many facets of the agreement: its
effects on international relations and the balance of powers in the world war, the regional
political implications of Egypt’s recognition of Israel, the repercussions of the lack of a final path
to autonomy for the Palestinian people, the consequences of making peace for the leaders of the
countries involved—particularly for Egyptian President Sadat and US President Carter who took
a domestic lashing after the signing of the agreement. But what many scholars have disregarded
thus far is the public sentiments and opinions regarding the peace. No scholarship exists yet on
the change of public opinion in Israel during the peace process and how the public opinion was
shaped by events in the peace process to ultimately desire peace with a country that was once
Israel’s primary enemy.
Analyzing public opinion can reveal other considerations about the peace process that
have not been previously considered. The Prime Minister of Israel, from David Ben-Gurion to
Benjamin Netanyahu, is responsible to the citizens of Israel, especially in matters that deal with
the national security of the state. As Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir found out after the
elections of December 1973, if a party and its leaders become weak on national security they are
bound to lose favor in the public’s eye. After the Labor government mishandled the lead up to
the Yom Kippur War, a traumatic event in Israeli history, they were eventually voted out of
power by the voters in Israel because of their weakness on defense. The public pressure was so
strong on Golda Meir that she resigned only one month after being elected because of her
involvement with the mismanagement of forces before the war in 1973.
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So it is surprising that in such a short time, from the Yom Kippur War in October 1973 to
the signing of the Camp David Accords in September 1978, Israel and Egypt—former regional
enemies—would be able to sign a framework for peace; a peace which has remained until this
day. Previous research tells us what international political forces were at play to allow Israel and
Egypt to come to terms on peace. Research also exists on the domestic political considerations
that allowed for peace; but one important aspect of the domestic conditions that is often missing
from research is the public opinion that supported the Government of Israel to sign a peace
agreement with its biggest rival. Though examining Israeli public opinion surveys from the time
would indeed help provide understanding of public sentiments on peace, this resource is limited
because opinion polls ask targeted questions on narrow issues in order to gauge public opinion
on very specific issues rather than on overall public feeling.
An alternative to public opinion polls is newspaper editorials. Editorials are a space for
newspaper editors to write an opinionated column on important issues facing the newspaper’s
audience. These editorials can provide key insight into the different perspectives on peace, and
could enhance the overall understanding of when and why the public supported the various
initiatives throughout the peace process between Israel and Egypt. Editorials also have
limitations to their resourcefulness for examining public opinion.
Newspapers in a free and democratic press often maintain a certain political perspective
that resonates with their audience; for example, many liberals in the United States prefer to read
the New York Times while conservatives tend to prefer publications like the Wall Street Journal.
The same principle is true in Israel. In order to capture a wide swath of different perspectives
within the greater Israeli public opinion, it is important to select several papers, each of which
represents a different political perspective. This will provide a diverse collection of political
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ideologies which will tell a more complete picture of the public opinion in Israel. Several major
publications from the time represent a large portion of newspaper readership in Israel, and also
represent the various political perspectives. Haaretz represented the political right during the
1970s and was the most widely-circulated, independent, conservative newspapers in Israel; The
Jerusalem Post editors, under the same ownership as the Haaretz group, had a very similar
political perspective to Haaretz; Maariv, the most widely circulated newspaper in Israel for
decades represented the moderate political perspective in Israel during the given time; and
Davar, the mouthpiece of the Labor party—the ruling part from 1948-1975—represents the leftleaning political ideology and was the most popular of many newspapers editorializing on the
left end of the political spectrum.
In order to achieve a better understanding of the sentiments of the Israeli public, the
original Hebrew versions of the selected editorials columns were translated into English and
analyzed. These translations will, to the extent allowed, maintain the tone, message, and
vocabulary used by each newspaper to evoke their various opinions on the major issues of the
time. In addition to selecting papers from more than one political perspective, to gauge a change
in the public opinion over time, it will be important to read editorials from various events
throughout the time period between Israel’s last war with Egypt and the Camp David Accords.
Five major events that occurred during this time period would serve as good points at which to
analyze public opinion: the Yom Kippur War itself, specifically the third day of the war when
the US authorized an airlift that enabled Israel to mount a counterattack towards the Egyptians
and Syrians; the day the disengagement agreement (of armies) between Egypt and Israel was
approved by the Knesset—the first major act of the Knesset after the end of the war; the visit of
President Anwar Sadat to Jerusalem in 1977, a monumental day in the history of Arab-Israeli
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relations; the days leading up to the Camp David Summit; and the last day of the peace
conference—the last two periods were chosen in order to gauge the change in opinion during the
accords process. Combined, these different newspapers, as analyzed at the various points
throughout the peace process, can paint a picture of the public opinion during the time and can
help explain the nuanced changes in the public opinion about peace with Israel over time.
There are limitations to these newspaper articles as well. While old documents the world
over are rapidly becoming digitized, not all documents receive priority for digitization. As is
such, varying editorials from the newspapers are available in different formats. While the entire
collection of Davar newspapers is available for free on the internet, Maariv editorials are nearly
all available for free on the internet—with the exception of the year 1977, which was
inaccessible in physical format due to monetary and time constraints. Haaretz and Jerusalem
Post editorials were both available on micro-film throughout the time period.
Time constraints were the greatest obstacle to this research. Translation takes a great deal
of time as finding the precise words or phrases necessary for translation takes a great deal of
knowledge, or time with a dictionary and thesaurus. Therefore only one editorial of each event
was selected from the time period and only one paper representing each political perspective was
selected in order to allow for thorough and accurate translation of the articles.
So as to understand the landscape within which this research is conducted an integral part
to the following paper is the examination of previous scholarly work on several aspects of the
peace process including the research produced on: the Israeli press—of which there is very
little—the Yom Kippur War and its implications, President Sadat’s visit to the Knesset to give a
speech calling for peace, and the Camp David Summit. Understanding the previous work of
scholars will help define the importance of the gap this research intends to fill in the field.
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These scholarly works, and subsequently the editorials that will be examined, would be
of little value without a comprehensive understanding of the context within which the events
from the Yom Kippur War through the Camp David Accords occurred. It is important to
understand the political and social conditions that helped shape the public opinion of the time.
This will not only provide an understanding of the specific events during the peace process but
also will more richly inform the understanding of the events and conditions that influenced the
peace efforts and how why the public held the opinions it did regarding each of the five events.
After laying the foundation of knowledge of the context and previous research on the
peace process it will be necessary to analyze, in depth, the nuanced differences in public opinion
as well as the changes in public opinion over time. The newspaper analysis will focus on two
different changes during the process: the change in opinions represented within each
newspapers’ editorial column, and the differences between the various political perspectives in
Israel. These differences will enlighten the changes in overall public opinion when considered
together.
– In Search of Publius –
As a defining event in the course of Middle East history, the Camp David Accords have
been the focus of study for scholars across a host of disciplines. The groundbreaking agreement
between Egypt and Israel has been the center of such scholarship because of its very existence.
Anwar Sadat’s surprise visit to Jerusalem and the Israeli Knesset in November 1977 stunned
public officials and private citizens the world over. After thirty years of hostility and four major
confrontations it would have seemed unlikely that Egypt and Israel would engage in direct
diplomacy—much less likely peace negotiations—to bring such a violent era between the two
states to a close.
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The forty years since the Camp David Accords have witnessed the development of a wide
field of research on the topic. A great deal of this scholarly work has focused on the regional and
international implications of the peace process between two bitter rivals in the Middle East.
Since the conclusion of peace negotiations between Egypt and Israel, scholars have addressed
such topics as leadership decision making in the negotiations process, shifts in distribution of
power in the region after the Accords, the development of diplomatic relations between the two
countries, and the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty’s effect on the prospect of future peace in the
Middle East. While such analysis is indeed necessary for understanding the magnitude of the
Camp David Accords on an international level, an important underlying perspective is repeatedly
passed over by almost all writers in the field: the role of public discourse in the peace process.
This perspective has, until now, been largely unaddressed as a part of the analysis of the Camp
David Accords.
Each scholar offers their own perspective on the forces that drove both Egypt and Israel
towards peace after the Yom Kippur War. Yet no scholar has examined the role of public
discourse in the peace making process leading up to Camp David. While it is impossible to know
what conversations private citizens had about that process with Egypt, newspapers offer a
unique, representative public perspective on the path to peace through close reading of editorial
and opinion columns in major Israeli newspapers.
***
Newspapers: Understanding the Israeli Press
Understanding the structure, ideology, and importance of the press within Israel is
imperative to this paper. While freedom of the press in Israel is apparent, it is important to
understand distinctions between the freedom of the press there and freedom of the press as it is
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understood in the west. The special circumstances surrounding the founding of Israel and the
ethnic nature of the state provide a different kind of press freedom than is commonly understood
in the United States.1
Oren Meyers, an Israeli journalist and scholar of the history of Israeli journalism,
provides a comprehensive overview of the history of Israeli journalism which began well before
the state was founded in 1948. In his article “Israeli Journalism in the State’s Formative Era,”
Meyers explores the foundations of the journalism profession in Israel, discusses theories of
professionalism in journalism, sources of journalistic authority, differences between good and
bad journalism, and the development of reporting standards in Israel.
The modern Hebrew journalism movement began in Europe in the late nineteenth
century. The presence of the great Jewish journalists Theodor Hertzl, Zeev Jabotinsky, and
Moshe Sharrett as well as the growing support for Zionism among European Jews created an
ideal environment for reviving the Hebrew language. Nahum Sokolov—widely considered the
father of Hebrew journalism—tied Hebrew journalism to the Zionist movement early in its
history. Sokolov felt compelled to use his profession to support the Zionist movement, to assist
in the revival of the Hebrew language, and to combat opposition to Zionism. Hebrew
journalism’s close proximity to, and support of, the Zionist movement instilled a distinctly
political sense of purpose to Hebrew news reporting. In order to assert political efficacy as a
minority wherever they lived, Jews often sought careers in journalism in order to contribute to
the political dialogue of their respective countries—indirectly influencing the political process
through discourse.2
This sense of political efficacy through journalism was carried with the Jews who
immigrated to Israel in the several waves of Jewish immigrants to Israel in the first two decades
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of the twentieth century. New European Jewish immigrants brought with them an array of
different aspects of culture and society when they came to Israel—journalists brought with them
their decidedly political writing focus and style.3
In his honors thesis “The Role of the Press in Shaping a New Middle East,” Freeman
Poritz analyzes articles from several Israeli newspapers (Yedioth Ahronoth, The Jerusalem Post,
and Haaretz) to define the role of the press in Israel, and to elucidate the unique position of the
press to stimulate public dialogue on topics of national concern. Every newspaper in Israel,
independent or otherwise, targets its base audience with a unique editorial perspective. While
these editorial views differ, they all share the common goal of garnering support for their
political outlook. Poritz argues that newspapers have a special place in influencing the public
opinion through editorials because they not only present the news, but interpret the news from a
specific political perspective, thereby explaining for their readers how to interpret the
developments of the peace process. Poritz also argues that newspapers played a special role in
shaping Israeli public opinion by elaborating on the different political opinions held in the
country in the period following the Yom Kippur War and considering the actions of the
governments in Israel and Egypt through a political lens.
Maariv, one of Israel’s most widely read daily newspapers, was founded in 1948 by a
number of former editors and journalists from Yedioth Ahronoth—Israel’s first daily Hebrew
newspaper. From its inception through the mid-1970s, Maariv was the most widely circulated
newspaper in Israel. The paper has been classified as centrist in its political persuasion.4
Maariv’s first editor Azriel Carlebach (1948-1956), was an opponent of Prime Minister David
Ben Gurion’s Mapai party, a leftist political party which later merged with the Labor Party of
Israel. The paper’s second editor Arie Dissenchik (1956-1974), who was a founder of the Betar
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movement—a right leaning national youth movement started in Eastern Europe in the 1920s and
relocated to Israel in the 1940s—held similar editorial views to his predecessor. Dissenchik and
Betar influenced many of Israel’s future right-wing leaders—including Prime Minister
Menachem Begin—in their youth. Shalom Rosenfeld (1974-1980), Maariv’s third editor, made
few changes to the paper but realigned the editorial view of the paper to a more moderate
position. Under Rosenfeld’s guidance Maariv experienced its highest circulation numbers due to
the decline in readership among the party newspapers and the foreign press. By the end of the
1970s, though, Maariv would lose some of its readers to rival Yedioth Ahronoth.5
Haaretz, one of Israel’s oldest newspapers, was founded in 1918 by a German-Jewish
immigrant. The paper began with very small circulation among mostly immigrant Jews. Slowly,
the paper began to gain readership and 30 years after its founding, Haaretz was recognized as
one of the most influential papers in Israel. Though the paper has never enjoyed top circulation
numbers it has proven itself to be one of the most influential papers, not for the size of its
readership but for the composition of its readership. Israeli political leaders, both at home and
abroad read Haaretz for its professional journalistic style and wealth of prominent journalists.
Many describe Haaretz as the New York Times of Israel—while not everyone in Israel reads the
paper, it is recognized by many as the most influential print media outlet in the country.6 Haaretz
occupied a “liberal but nonpartisan” editorial viewpoint under Editor Gershom Schocken, who
served in his position for 50 years. Under Schocken’s editorial guidance Haaretz was critical of
every government, including those governments in which his own Progressive Party was a
coalition member. The analytical role of Haaretz gave the newspaper a distinct center-right
leaning for much of Schocken’s tenure. Though editorial opinions of the paper varied depending
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upon subject matter and time period, the paper’s viewpoint tended to favor a right-wing stance
during the last years of Labor party rule, and the subsequent takeover by the Likud in the 1970s.7
Davar was the mouthpiece of the Israeli Labor Federation for more than 70 years.
Though the paper was established before the founding of the Israeli state, the paper expounded
the views of the leftist political movement and its leaders. In fact, for much of the 1930s and
1940s Davar was known as the official paper of the Yishuv.8 After the establishment of the
Israeli state ruling Labor Party officials used the paper to publish essays and official positions,
giving the paper a decidedly leftist editorial perspective. Several former prominent Israeli
political leaders including Foreign Minister Moshe Sharett and third Israeli President Zalman
Shazar were reporters for the paper. Davar suffered declining readership beginning in the mid1960s. Readers began to move away from party papers in favor of more secular, independent
newspapers like Maariv that challenged government positions and offered differing opinions on
important issues, rather than one party line as was the practice at party newspapers.9 Under
Hannah Zemer’s editorial lead, the paper had a brief rebound during the mid-to-late 1970s.
Zemer introduced a refreshed political lens to the paper. Though still leftist, Zemer’s editorial
style was critical of Labor Party policy and leadership.10 In addition to its refreshed perspective
the paper introduced new supplemental publications targeted at specific audiences—these
features, in part, assisted Davar’s brief mid-70s resurgence.11
Israeli newspapers played a crucial role during the era between the Yom Kippur War and
the Camp David Summit. During this period, Israeli television was in its beginning years and
most people got their news from newspapers or the radio. But the only sources of independent
news—that is, news not published by the state via television or radio—were newspapers.
Newspapers both delivered in-depth reporting on current events and insightful editorials on the
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most controversial stories of the time, many covering the negotiations process between Egypt
and Israel from October 1973 through September 1978.
***
Egypt-Israeli Relations between 1973 War and Camp David Accords
Howard Sachar’s opinion on the Camp David Accords centers on the similarities between
Israel’s and Egypt’s political development, as presented in his book A History of Israel, Volume
II: from the Aftermath of the Yom Kippur War. The comparable trajectories of political
development in Israel and Egypt are the result of shared experiences under imperialist British
rule. The independence movements in each country were separated by just four years and were a
consequence of the decline of British power. Out of these shared experiences, though, developed
two starkly contrasting states; Israel, a democracy with strong threads of socialist influence,
developed strong state institutions and a free society which promoted social and economic
progress and political dialogue between government institutions and the public. Egypt on the
other hand, a presidential republic with heavy influence from Arab socialism and Arab
nationalism, developed strong state institutions and a stratified society which limited economic
and social progress and engaged in weak political dialogue between the public and government
institutions.
Stark differences between the respective governments arose. They clashed time and again
throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Sachar argues that after two particularly traumatizing wars—
the Six Day War in 1967 and the Yom Kippur War in 1973—each state gradually moved
towards peace in the 1970s. Peace became a politically beneficial move for the Israeli
government and the ruling coalition formed by the Likud party; but also an economically and
militarily savvy move for the Egyptian government. The return of the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt
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increased foreign direct investment and thus economic opportunity. Returning military control of
the Sinai also reestablished pride and honor in Egypt’s military capabilities as the exchange was
seen as a victory for the Egyptian military, President Sadat, and the country after defeat at the
hands of Israel in 1973.12
Charles Liebman’s 1993 essay “The Myth of Defeat: the Memory of the Yom Kippur
War in Israeli Society,” discusses how the Yom Kippur War is remembered as a tragedy for
many Israelis. Although the results of the war suggest it was a victory for Israel, they were
nonetheless caught off guard by the sudden onslaught of war. Examining the war through a
sociological lens, Liebman explains that societies construct myths around traumatic events to
make sense of them. The myth around the Yom Kippur War describes a tragedy because Israel
ultimately lost land it had occupied in order to make peace with Egypt. Additionally the IDF was
caught off guard by an attack from Egypt and Syria—shaking Israelis’ belief in the superiority of
their military forces. The author argues that the myth explains the Yom Kippur War in the
greater context of a Jewish historical narrative of persecution and exile—one developed over
millennia of Jewish existence.13
In an article published on the 40th anniversary of the first Sinai agreement titled “Turning
Point on the Road to Peace,” Louise Fischer discusses the years between the Yom Kippur War
and the interim agreement between Israel and Egypt at the second Sinai summit in 1975. The
author notes that the original agreements between Egypt and Israel established many of the key
positions in the final peace agreement between Egypt and Israel in 1978. Key stances on
demilitarizing the Sinai and its border zones, formal diplomatic recognition, and discussions
about the status of the occupied territories were all discussed at length and initial positions from
each country were exchanged. Fischer describes in thorough detail the extent of Secretary of
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State Henry Kissinger’s shuttle diplomacy campaign. Many authors agree with Fischer that
Secretary Kissinger’s shuttle diplomacy efforts facilitated future peace negotiations between
Egypt and Israel. In fact, Fischer states that without Kissinger’s efforts during the key time after
the Yom Kippur war, no peace agreement would have been made.14
***
Camp David – Sep. 1978
Professor, author, and diplomat Shlomo Avineri wrote prolifically on Israeli foreign
policy, both regional and global. Avineri discusses the Camp David Accords and the fallout from
the historic event in his article “Beyond Camp David.” Avineri makes the central claim that the
circumstances which brought rise to the peace process at Camp David center on the key point of
recognition. The most crucial turning point towards peace for Avineri was Sadat’s surprise visit
to Jerusalem. One of Israel’s main sticking points for peace negotiations was formal recognition
of the Jewish state’s right to exist. By making his surprise trip to Jerusalem, Sadat did what no
other Arab leader would do at the time—extend a diplomatic hand both to recognize Israel, and
to offer up an initiative for peace. Avineri critiques the ruling Likud coalition led by Menachem
Begin for their handling of the peace negotiations. Instead of washing their hands of the
Palestinian territories once and for all—a left-wing stance that Avineri clearly holds—Begin and
the Likud party ensured that Israel would have a presence in the territories long after the
normalization of relations with Egypt. Avineri’s critique, published in the early 1980s, harshly
criticized Begin’s word choice when drafting the agreements on the Palestinian territories.
Instead of a roadmap to creating a future Palestine, Begin’s loose language left the treaty open to
nearly any interpretation one could read into it—including Begin’s view of a permanent Israeli
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military presence in the territories. Although Avineri provides a fresh perspective on the Camp
David Accords, he commits the same reductionist flaw as other authors in the field.15
A. Paul Hare and David Naveh wrote a short article, “Group Development at Camp
David Summit,” analyzing the Camp David Accords from the perspective of problem solving
strategies. While most scholars assign credit to all three leaders—President Jimmy Carter, Prime
Minister Menachem Begin, and President Anwar Sadat—with their efforts in peace negotiations,
Hare and Naveh give most credit to President Jimmy Carter, and his knack for creativity in
bargaining, with the success of the Camp David Accords. Hare and Naveh use group problem
solving theories to understand the tactics President Carter used to bridge the gap between Israel
and Egypt. While most think Carter, Begin, and Sadat were the three primary negotiators at
Camp David, a vast amount of work was completed by a drafting team comprised of President
Carter, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, and legal counsel from both Israel—Aharon Barak—and
Egypt—Osama el-Baz.16 Carter is not only responsible for creating the drafting team, but also
astutely hand-picking its members. El-Baz and Barak were chosen specifically for their
knowledge of their respective leaders’ positions in the negotiations. Both El-Baz and Barak were
renowned legal scholars with extensive backgrounds in mediation in their home countries, and as
such were identified by Carter as excellent candidates for the drafting team.
Although all three political leaders share responsibility for creating a lasting peace
between Israel and Egypt, there is no doubt that Hare and Naveh believe that Carter deserves
more recognition for his creativity and forward thinking under such intense international
pressure. Though Hare and Naveh delve into the specific negotiation tactics at Camp David, and
extend large credit to the political leaders involved, their analysis is reductionist with regards to
other important aspects of peace negotiations; especially the opinions and influence of domestic
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audiences in Israel and in Egypt. Investigation into this omission is warranted because without
approval from constituents at home it is hard to believe that Israel would have been able to ratify
a peace treaty with Egypt. Similarly in Egypt, without Israel’s biggest concessions in the peace
process—including military and civil withdrawal from the Sinai, and planning for future
negotiations with Egypt regarding autonomy of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza—there
would have been no chance for peace with Israel. As Hare and Naveh define it, the perception of
a culture war—or war of ideology—between Jewish-democratic Israel and Arab-socialist Egypt
serves as an example that Egyptian society indirectly influences foreign policy matters only
when a universal public opinion exists.17
The Israeli public, as Sachar suggests, was in search of peace with its Arab neighbors
since the end of the War of Independence in 1948. Whichever political party managed to achieve
a peace agreement with an Arab country would benefit greatly. Military aid to Egypt decreased
and economic support from the Kremlin dwindled as the Soviet Union (Egypt’s most influential
international ally) dealt with uprisings in several Soviet bloc countries, forcing the Egyptians to
look elsewhere—eventually to the United States—for military and economic support. While
Sachar provides a detailed overview of the Camp David Accords process from beginning to end,
his research is centrally focused on the institutional development of the government in Israel, and
from an international relations perspective, Sachar focuses heavily on the international
motivations for diplomatic relations and less on domestic motivations. Sachar gives little credit
to the social and economic upheavals in Egypt in the 1970s as factors influencing Sadat’s peace
initiative with Israel.18
The book Israel, Egypt, and the Palestinians: From Camp David to Intifada addresses
the Camp David Accords, specifically detailing events during and immediately following the
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Accords in September 1978. Authors Ann Mosely Lesch and Mark Tessler write that although
the normalization of relations between Israel and Egypt in the years following the Accords went
according to the agreement, the implementation of the whole agreement—both portions as
signed and agreed upon in September 1978—was not as successful. For six months following the
signing of the Camp David Accords, Israel and Egypt continued to work closely together to craft
a formal peace treaty with a schedule for the withdrawal of Israeli military personnel and civilian
settlers from the Sinai Peninsula, the normalization of international relations, and the exchange
of recognition and mutual respect. While peace plans moved along according to the proposed
schedule, Lesch and Tessler note that both Israeli and Egyptian citizens and leaders held
suspicions of the other country’s sincerity and motives for peace.
Unlike many authors in the field, Lesch and Tessler address public opinion on the issue
of peace between Egypt and Israel. The authors analyzed the influence of public opinion in both
Egypt and Israel by analyzing speeches in the Knesset and the Egyptian parliament, specifically
looking for any mention of the public’s desire or opinion on negotiations over the final status of
the Palestinian territories. While the Israeli government’s official position on independence for
the Palestinian territories was a modified form of autonomy rather than independence, many
Israelis—both right and left—disagreed with the government’s stance and openly opposed it—as
mentioned in a few speeches by Knesset members. The Egyptian government, on the other hand,
suppressed all opposition from the public to its decisions on the territories and remained flexible
when dealing with Israel regarding timelines and benchmarks for the peace process. According
to Tessler public dialogue on major foreign policy events elicits a government response—either
repression (Egypt) or steadfastness in the face of broad-based opposition (Israel). This shows a
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correlation between public dialogue and the Israeli government’s foreign policy decisions; but
less of a correlation in Egypt.19
In his work Power and Leadership in International Bargaining, Shibley Telhami argues
that the Camp David Accords were initiated because of a gradual shift in international military
and economic power between the late 1950s and the 1970s; forcing Egypt to look for a super
power alliance—breaking its pattern of semi-nonalignment. Telhami uses international relations
theories to investigate the reasons why the Camp David Accords, and subsequent peace treaty,
were finalized with the specific provisions provided therein. Telhami argues that Israel’s form of
decentralized government, whereby politicians and public officials are more accountable to
public opinion via direct elections, lends itself well to ideal bargaining power than does Egypt’s.
The Egyptian government, a highly centralized system in which one leader makes most
governmental decisions and policies with little to no accountability to the public will is not
conducive to ideal bargaining power. The state which lacks consent from the public policy
proposals have less bargaining power as they have no responsibility to uphold the public will in
negotiations. The United States’ form of government—a moderately decentralized system in
which public officials and politicians are accountable to public will is suited for ideal bargaining
position.
Telhami also found the individual bargaining styles of the major leaders—Sadat, Begin,
and Carter—had a great effect on the outcome of the Accords. Telhami cites Sadat’s lack of
attention to detail and tendency to over-trust his opponent as justification for Egypt’s poor
performance at Camp David. Likewise Telhami found that Begin’s strong bargaining skills and
ability to manipulate the other players involved were reasons the Accords were more favorable to
the Israelis. Telhami argues that Israel’s continued possession of the Gaza Strip and the West
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Bank, regardless of the Camp David agreement to begin state-building processes, allowed them
to come away from the Accords victorious. Carter, Telhami discovered, was too detail oriented,
was relatively partial to Egypt over Israel—“more Arab than the Arabs”—and did not have
enough political leverage to force Israel’s hand to make more concessions.
Telhami, like others in the field, fails to address the views of the Israeli or Egyptian
publics and their sway in the politics of their respective countries. The author describes
government institutions that engage in discourse with the public and those institutions’ level of
accountability to their respective public. While correctly identifying locations of public
discourse—such as the media, public forums like town hall events and coffee shops, and
interpersonal communications—Telhami neither explores the effects of discourse on government
action generally, nor on the Accords specifically.20
Ben D. Mor in Peace Initiatives and Public Opinion the Domestic Context of Conflict
Resolution, argues that in conflicts that extend over a long period of time public opinion has a
strong effect on foreign relations and peace initiatives. Extended rivalries have sociological and
emotional effects on the public. These sociological effects make any initiative to resolve the
conflict more difficult. Foreign policy officials must garner public support for peace lest they
risk disrupting public support for their administration, “if decision makers seek to reorient the
state’s relationship with a long-standing opponent, it is necessary ‘to prepare the home front
from a winning to a conciliatory mentality.’”21 Not only does Mor show that a country’s leaders
must reorient the public mindset, but those leaders must have the ability to influence public
opinion. Though Mor addresses the relationship between government and the public—the
government has influence over public opinion—he does not investigate the mechanism with
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which the government asserts its influence over the public because such mechanisms vary from
country to country.22
– From Trauma to Treaty –
The Yom Kippur War – Oct. 1973
In a surprise attack on the Jewish holy day of Yom Kippur, Egypt—in concert with
Syria—launched the beginning of the Yom Kippur War on October 6, 1973. The Yom Kippur
War, or the October War, was waged as a result of the consequences of the Six Day War of
1967.
The 1967 War was ultimately a product of the Cold War between the US and the USSR.
The United States was embroiled in an escalating proxy war in Vietnam. At nearly full
deployment, the US military was ill prepared to come to Israel’s defense if it were to become
entangled in another conflict as it was in 1956. The USSR took advantage of the US military’s
engagement in Vietnam as an opportunity to further aggravate the United States and its weary
President. According to what was later determined to be false Soviet intelligence, Israel was
precipitating a military buildup near the Golan border with Syria. Having recently signed a
mutual defense pact with Egypt, Syrian officials relayed the Soviet intelligence to Egyptian
military leaders immediately. In response, President Nasser and the Egyptian army took action to
halt the alleged Israeli military movements in the north. Nasser commanded the Egyptian army
to move to points near the Israeli border in the Sinai Peninsula, and ordered the Egyptian Navy to
halt any Israeli sea traffic leaving or entering the Gulf of Aqaba.
When Egypt blocked Israeli trade through the Straits of Tiran—a casus belli to both Israel
and the US—Israeli foreign diplomats called for the US Navy’s sixth fleet to reopen the Straits
with force to allow for free passage of Israeli ships.23 The US response shook the Israeli
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diplomats. President Johnson, under tremendous pressure trying to deal with civil unrest at home
and an increasingly difficult war in Vietnam, told Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban that the US
would not provide assistance unless Israel was struck first. Israeli military officials took
Johnson’s message to heart. They feared that if they waited for the Arab armies to strike first it
would mark the end of their fledgling state so they took it upon themselves to strike
preemptively. Israel launched an attack on Egypt on June 5, 1967 across the Egyptian Sinai
border. Two days later, Israel would be forced into a war with Jordan in Jerusalem; and on June
9th, Israel would be pulled into yet another battle, with Syria in the Golan Heights, after the
Egyptians reported to the Syrians that they were making gains in the Sinai.24
In a show of force, Israel took only six days to invade Arab territory on all three fronts
and occupy land from each country. From Syria, Israel captured the Golan Heights, a small
mountainous region that borders on the far northeastern tip of Israel. The capture of the Golan
Heights was a strategic victory for Israel as the border was pushed beyond the mountains and
hills from which the Syrian army could launch attacks to the valley in Israel below.25
In Jordan, Israel was able to annex East Jerusalem and to capture the West Bank. The
annexation of East Jerusalem reunited the city for the first time since Israeli independence in
1948 when the city was divided between East and West, controlled by Jordan and Israel
respectively. Israel also occupied the West Bank. Some Jews refer to the West Bank by its
Biblical name(s) Judea and Samaria, originally part of the ancient kingdom of Israel; it was also
considered to be a complete territorial unit as part of Palestine by the British near the end of
Ottoman rule. These names reference the idea of Eretz Israel, the Land of Israel, which stretches
from the Red Sea to Lebanon, and from the Mediterranean Sea to the Jordan River.26
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On the Egyptian front Israel achieved its largest land grab as a result of the short conflict.
In six days, Israel was able to occupy the Gaza Strip and the Sinai Peninsula, as far west as the
Suez Canal. The Gaza Strip is yet another portion of land considered to be part of Eretz Israel by
some Jews—though not for religious reasons. While the Israeli government had no intention of
annexing Gaza into the State of Israel, the Gaza region has been historically inhabited by Jews
since the time of the ancient Israeli kingdom.27 The IDF established military posts at the edges of
the newly captured territories in order to deter further attacks that may be launched into Israeli
territory, effectively creating a buffer zone between Israel and her Arab neighbors.28
While attacks from Israel’s neighbors did not cease in the years between the Six Day War
and the October War, the newly occupied lands created a buffer zone that made it harder for
attacks to reach the heart of Israeli territory where major Israeli population centers are located
(Tel Aviv, Haifa, and Jerusalem). Tensions between Israel and surrounding Arab states rose
throughout the six years between the two wars.29 The political and military stalemate after
Israel’s territorial gains put the Arab countries in a position to attack again if they wished to
regain their lands without negotiations. This key point was utilized by the Israeli government in
order to encourage their Arab neighbors to come to the negotiating table.30
A little known war between Egypt and Israel, which some claim was no war at all, was
the Attrition War, waged between 1967 and 1970. President Nasser’s intention with the war,
undertaken by Egypt and Syria against the invading IDF, was to show Israel that occupation of
the Sinai Peninsula and Golan Heights was an economically and militarily poor decision. Unlike
previous wars between Egypt, Syria, and Israel the Attrition War was not undertaken with tanks
and scores of soldiers. Rather, this war was undertaken by Egypt and Syria’s military posts
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stationed along the western side of the Suez Canal and the eastern side of the Golan Heights,
respectively.31
At the conclusion of the Six Day War, Lieutenant Generals Chaim Bar Lev and
Yeshayahu Gavish advocated for a static mobilization of forces along the eastern side of the
canal. Their thought was both militarily and economically motivated. In order to keep the costs
of holding the Sinai to a minimum, and ensure the Egyptians would not attempt to retake it
through force, Bar Lev recommended the IDF install many small military posts on the canal to
monitor Egyptian military movements and report them to the central IDF command for action
when necessary. This action would, ideally, prevent a large scale mobilization of Israeli forces—
a tremendously expensive undertaking for Israel—by deterring Egypt from crossing the canal.32
Rather than pursue another potentially devastating military endeavor against Israel, Egypt
would attempt to slowly bleed the Israeli army on the Bar Lev Line, and hopefully the Israeli
economy, to the point where Israel would be forced to pursue yet another aggressive military
strike or concede defeat in the Sinai, “Nasser’s strategy was to inflict a level of casualties that
would be unacceptable to the Israeli people or to escalate the conflict so Israel would have to
mobilize for an extended period of time. Nasser believed that military and economic
considerations would compel Israel to withdraw its forces behind its pre-1967 borders.”33 Rocket
bombardments and commando raids on established Israeli military defense posts across the canal
were the primary method of attack in the war. The Egyptian military believed that if Israel was
forced to continually replenish its military personnel and supplies in the Sinai—which proved to
be economically difficult in the past—it would force Israel to retreat from the Sinai, and return to
its original 1948 border.34
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At war’s end in 1970, both sides claimed victory over the other. The Egyptians claimed a
moral victory for having withstood Israeli counterattacks and keeping the Israeli Army and Air
Force from attempting to cross the canal. Israel claimed a military victory for successfully
holding their position on the eastern side of the canal and sustaining fewer casualties than the
Egyptian aggressors. While Israel claimed victory in the conflict, it led to military complacency
that would cost it dearly in the 1973 conflict between the two countries. The Bar-Lev line left
Israel with a false sense of self-confidence in its defense against future attacks from Egypt that
led Prime Minister Golda Meir and Defense Minister Moshe Dayan to underestimate the threat
of an Egyptian attack in 1973.35
In August 1973, military leaders from Syria and Egypt met secretly to begin planning a
joint attack against Israel in order to regain their lost territories; but each country had different
goals and reasons for regaining territory. While Syria lost a relatively small and economically
insignificant portion of land to Israel in 1967, Egypt lost a large segment of land to Israel; more
importantly Egypt lost control of the Suez Canal—a vital source of revenue to the Egyptian
government.36 Egypt found itself in an even greater economic squeeze at the hands of the Soviet
Union which reduced its support for the Egyptian military in 1970. The loss of revenue from the
Suez Canal only compounded economic problems for Egypt. Egyptian leaders concluded that
retaking control of the Suez Canal was their only option to regain lost territory and provide
economic relief to a cash strapped Egyptian government.37 A looming attack was proven
imminent when thousands of Soviet military advisers and their families were evacuated from
Cairo.38
In one of their most successful joint military efforts, Syrian and Egyptian military
officials managed to plan an attack on Israel without alerting the IDF intelligence office to their
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intentions.39 Though IDF intelligence signaled that an attack from Arab countries was likely, the
strength of intelligence was such that IDF decision makers chose not to mobilize troops on the
borders. It was not until less than 24 hours before the attack began that IDF intelligence received
credible evidence of an imminent attack from Egypt and Syria.40 Every decision to mobilize
Israel’s reservist military was made with great caution. “Calling up reservists took them away
from their jobs, and the proportion was so great that the economy faltered with each call-up,” the
reserve nature of the Israeli military makes calling up reserve troops a heavy economic
decision.41 Most Israeli reserve officers hold jobs during times of peace and they are only called
up during times of aggression or warfare. Therefore, when reserve forces are required to respond
to attacks, Israel must pay a hefty economic price resulting from a decreased work force and the
high price of conducting military operations.42 Facing yet another possible attack, Israeli officials
requested assistance with bringing the military tension between herself and Egypt to an end. The
US responded by telling Israel that if they were to attack first, as they had in 1967, they would
fight this war alone—joining another war, while trying to end the war in Vietnam, would not
have been in the interest of the US. Fearing increased isolation from their most important ally,
Israeli officials apprehensively resisted another preemptive strike.
In the first days of fighting, Egyptian forces were able to cross the Suez Canal and retake
control for the first time in six years. This was possible due to the position of Soviet missiles
along the Suez Canal. The position of these Soviet missiles created an 8 mile zone of air
protection east of the Canal. Sadat and his military advisors knew they would only be able to
maintain their position if they had air superiority; so the Egyptian army advanced to a point just
within their Soviet missile buffer zone.43 Likewise, Syrian forces had been able to push Israeli
forces nearly back to their original 1948 positions outside the Golan Heights.44 Egypt and Syria’s
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original plans were to retake by force those lands which were lost to Israel in the Six Day War.
Though Syria followed through with this plan, Egyptian military leaders changed course after the
beginning of their campaign. After securing control over the Suez Canal, Egyptians decided that
rather than attempting to force Israeli troops back to their border in the Negev Desert they would
stop at the point eight miles east of the Suez Canal—the distance Soviet anti-aircraft missiles
would reach past the Suez Canal. Israeli air superiority was such that the decision to move
forward without the protection of Soviet anti-aircraft weapons made little sense to Egyptian
officials.45
Egyptian air superiority at the outset of the war was a deciding factor in the Egyptian
Army’s ability to cross the Suez Canal in such great numbers. The surprising and devastating
nature of the start of the Yom Kippur War is often blamed on Defense Minister Moshe Dayan. In
May 1973, Dayan had suggested—based on Mossad intelligence—that Israel move to full scale
mobilization in expectation of an attack from Egypt. No such attack ever materialized. When
similar reports surfaced again in October, Dayan was skeptical of their credibility and likely
contributed to his hesitation to mobilize troops for an attack in the Sinai.46 The first two days
were characterized by heavy Israeli and Egyptian losses. Tens of thousands of Egyptian soldiers
made their way across the Suez Canal by the second day of the war. Their fortifications were
strong enough to prevent an Israeli military penetration back to the Canal. On the third day of the
war there was a breakthrough for the Israelis. Syrian advances had been eliminated and Israeli
forces were only 30 miles from the Syrian capital. After sustaining heavy losses including over
35 tanks the IDF made advances that put them back within “several miles” of the Suez Canal,
and in a position to start to push the Egyptian army back across the Canal.47
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One week into the war, Israel continued to keep Egypt to just a few miles east of the
Canal. On October 13th, reinforcements began to arrive on the Egyptian front with the hopes of
pushing further to the east to capture the bases at the Mitla and Gidi Passes—the location of two
passages through the mountains to the eastern portion of the peninsula. After one of the biggest
tank battles in world history—over 2000 tanks in total—Israel was able to maintain control of
the bases at Mitla and Gidi. Running desperately low on supplies, Israeli politicians and military
officials pleaded with the US for assistance.48 While Egypt and Syria were continually restocked
by their Arab allies and the Soviet Union Israel relied almost solely on the United States for arms
support. Having just emerged from the Vietnam war battle fatigued and resistant to renewed
military engagement elsewhere, the US Congress and the American people were at first hesitant
to come to Israel’s aid. Secretary of State Kissinger explained to the American people that the
Soviet airlift to Egypt and Syria would surely need to be met with an American airlift for Israel.
Ultimately, on the 13th of October, President Nixon authorized a massive airlift of munitions and
weapons from the US mainland, through Portugal—the only country between the US and Israel
that would allow US aircraft to land and refuel—and on to Tel Aviv.49 Some Israeli scholars
believe that if it were not for the US munitions airlift in the middle of the Yom Kippur War,
Israel would not have survived the war.50
In a decisive move on October 16th that would decidedly tip the scales of the war in
Israel’s favor the IDF conducted a maneuver to cross the Suez Canal in order to take out Soviet
missile bases on the western bank and regain the upper hand in the war. Under the cover of night
the first Israeli troops landed on the western banks of the Canal at 1:35am. By 8:30am the IDF
had successfully landed on the east side of the Canal, captured a seven mile area west of the
proposed bridge crossing, and taken out the first of several Soviet missile bases. At midday the
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IDF had reached a point fifteen miles west of the Canal and destroyed another missile base.
Alarm began to mount in Cairo as 20 IDF tanks were headed towards the Egyptian capital,
destroying Egyptian tanks and missiles in its wake. The Commander-in-Chief of the Egyptian
military, General Saad el-Shazli, was removed from his post by President Sadat. At the same
time on October 16th Sadat was meeting with Chairman Kosygin to request a meeting of the UN
Security Council in order to broker a cease-fire agreement.51
At this point in the war, halfway through the eighteen day scourge, tensions and nerves
ran high among both political leaders and the public in Israel. This war, unlike any of the three
previous wars Israel had fought with its Arab neighbors, was particularly damaging to the Israeli
public’s psyche for many reasons. Israel had already sustained (and would continue to sustain) a
high number of casualties as a result of the war; the territorial loss after the decisive victory in
the 1967 Six Day War; the sudden and unexpected nature of the attack shook the Israeli public’s
faith in the country’s politicians and the IDF while also destroying the public’s sense of safety
after the swift and total victory in 1967; and finally the interference of the US and USSR
inhibited Israel’s ability to inflict a crushing defeat on the Arab armies.52
Critical dialogue began berating the IDF and the Labor party leaders for their
mishandling of the war. Soldiers and private citizens alike detested the utter unpreparedness of
the government for the attacks on October 6th. In an interview with an international reporter
during the war, an unidentified IDF officer said, “I tell you, when the war is over, then the
struggle will begin inside Israel. We were really eroding before the war. The fat around us, it was
awful. Thank God the Arabs did not wait for another two or three years or our alertness might
have been completely eroded away…after the war, we shall build a new Israel!”53 Just as in
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1967, Israel faced an existential threat. The public and many military personnel took the
government’s lack of preparedness as a sign that political change was necessary.
Late on October 18th, two days after the bridgehead had been established a portable
bridge had been moved across the Sinai Peninsula to the Canal in order to allow the IDF to move
across the Canal en masse to continue the destruction of Soviet missile bases to allow the IDF to
regain air control over the Canal. Fighting would continue for the next several days as meetings
between the world’s superpowers began in order to negotiate a cease-fire. On October 20th the
IDF, which was already in intense fighting with Egypt’s 3rd Army on the eastern banks of the
Canal, surrounded the 3rd Army by outflanking Egyptian troops on the western banks and laying
siege to the 3rd Army. US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger flew to Moscow the same day to
meet with General Secretary Brezhnev to begin constructing a peace deal, but it would be days
before a final deal was reached. While Brezhnev was telling Kissinger that a cease-fire was
needed in the Middle East, Chairman Kosygin was telling President Sadat that the USSR was
preparing to send Russian ground troops to Egypt to help reinforce Egyptian positions. In
response, Kissinger announced that if the USSR were to send troops to Egypt and Syria, the US
would respond by sending its own ground troops to Israel.54
In Israel, Defense Minister Dayan and Deputy Prime Minister Yigal Allon were
reassuring the Israeli public that the government was in “no hurry” to negotiate a cease-fire and
that the IDF had “ample time” to subdue the attack from Egypt and Syria.55 After meeting with
General Secretary Brezhnev, Secretary Kissinger flew to Tel Aviv to meet with Prime Minster
Golda Meir to obtain her consent for a US-USSR negotiated cease fire agreement between Israel,
Egypt and Syria. Meir gave her consent, and Kissinger returned to New York to call a meeting of
the UN Security Council on the 22nd. At the conclusion of the meeting, the Security Council
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passed Resolution 338 which called for an immediate end to hostilities between the warring
parties “on the basis of the line of the front.”56 By the 22nd, nearly all Soviet ground-to-air
missile sites had been dismantled and the IDF was making a run for the port city of Ismailia in
the south on the West side of the Canal. 6:52pm on October 22nd was the officially negotiated
time the cease fire was to be implemented. By 9:00pm, IDF radio reported that fighting had not
ceased. While the Prime Minister Meir and the Labor coalition had endorsed the UN cease fire,
the Likud coalition—led by future Prime Minister Menachem Begin—opposed the cease fire,
stating that Israel should not recognize a cease fire while Egyptian forces remained on Israeli
territory east of the Canal. After an additional day of fighting, and another call from the Security
Council for both sides to put down their weapons, the war was finally over at 1:00pm on October
24th.57
All told the Israeli military lost over 2,500 soldiers—but no civilians—in eighteen days
of fighting. Egypt had lost well over 10,000 troops and Syria over 3,500. In addition to the mass
casualties sustained during the war, a psychological barrier was broken between Israel and
Egypt. For Israel, the country’s sense of military superiority and invincibility was eviscerated.
The Egyptians were able to breach the Bar-Lev line and regain territory it had lost in the 1967
war—the first time Israel had lost any territory to an enemy. Additionally, the Egyptians had
regained the honor they lost during the humiliating defeat in 1967; the military success of
regaining territory in the Sinai had proven to the Egyptian people that their military was capable
of repelling Israeli forces and forcing Israel to the negotiating table over the Sinai. The domestic
consequences of the war would reverberate throughout Israeli society for decades to come. The
end of the war would signal the end of the Labor Coalition’s monopoly on control of the
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country’s government since its founding in 1948, and would eventually lead the country towards
a lasting peace agreement with its greatest enemy.58
***
Postwar negotiations – Nov. 1973 to Sept. 1974
After aggression between the parties in the Yom Kippur War ended, Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger began his famous “shuttle diplomacy” campaign between the capitals of Egypt,
Israel and Syria. Secretary Kissinger saw the cease fire agreement as an opportunity to solidify a
peace agreement in the Middle East. Though each country had agreed to stop firing upon one
another, Egypt and Syria remained adamant in their opposition to direct negotiations—a
significant hurdle to Kissinger’s hopes of a peace deal. To get around the obstacle, Kissinger
decided that instead of calling the leaders of each party together to negotiate a final peace
agreement in Geneva, he would travel between the capitals of each country carrying with him
messages from each party to share with the others. Kissinger established himself as a messenger
between diplomats, physically undertaking the diplomatic process between capitals in order to
expedite a peace deal in enough time to keep all the parties at the table before peace would again
become out of reach.59
For weeks Kissinger traveled back and forth between leaders. His ultimate goal was to
convene a conference in Geneva where all parties to the Yom Kippur War would negotiate final
terms to officially end the state of war and start creating a framework for a comprehensive peace
initiative for the Middle East. Kissinger was able to secure attendance in Geneva from Israeli,
Jordanian, and Egyptian leaders at a conference convened and co-chaired by the United States
and Soviet Union; but noticeably absent were representatives from Syria. President Hafez alAssad, arguably the most entrenched of the Arab leaders, never agreed to direct one-on-one
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negotiations with Israel to establish peace.60 According to Kissinger, however, during his shuttle
diplomacy efforts Assad confided that although he was not willing to engage Israel in one-onone talks, he was partial to the idea of group negotiations between Israel and her neighboring
Arab states.61
In January 1974, after three months of diplomatic efforts trying to draw each party to
Geneva without preconditions, representatives from Israel, Jordan, and Egypt convened a
meeting with the US and Soviet Union. The result of this conference was the Sinai I Agreement.
Sinai I established initial military disengagement conditions for Israel and Egypt in the Sinai.
According to the agreement, Israel would withdraw her forces to a line 10 miles from the Suez
Canal, abandoning all posts and removing all military equipment and installments.62 In Israel’s
place, UN peacekeeping forces would fill the gap to ensure that peace endured in the region.63
Over the next nine months, Israel withdrew forces from the final ceasefire line and
moved east five kilometers to the established Sinai I agreement line—the area which had been
held by Israel since the 1967 war—relinquishing control of posts to UN peacekeeping forces.64
In June 1974, Kissinger was also able to secure agreements from Israel and Syria in which Israeli
forces would withdraw from the Golan Heights and UN Peacekeeping forces would take their
place—ensuring that Syrian militants would not be able to continue their war of attrition against
the Galilee and northern areas in Israel.65
During the Knesset election of 1973—postponed from October to December 31st due to
the outbreak of the Yom Kippur War—the Labor coalition was able to maintain its hold onto
power. The political picture was beginning to change in Israel with the results of the election on
December 31st. Even though Labor held onto power, they lost many seats to more conservative
parties, this election would mark the end of an era of total Labor rule in Israel. Though the party
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remained in power, the reputation of its leaders, especially its top military leaders, was
detrimental to the party over the next several years.66 For nearly three months, no agreement was
made on a ruling coalition for the government. The Rafi faction of the Labor coalition, led by
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan, called for an all-party government coalition because of the
significance of the political actions the new Knesset was about to undertake—namely, pursuing
peace with Egypt. Two months into the coalition-building process, Yitzhak Rabin called upon
the Labor Party Central Committee to solidify a coalition without incorporating the Likud
party.67
Weeks later the final report from the Agranat Commission’s investigation into the
government’s unpreparedness before the 1973 war was released.68 The political aftermath
sounded the death knell for the Labor party. Golda Meir resigned as leader of the Labor party
and made her exit from the Israeli political arena. Many high ranking military leaders including
Southern Front General Shmuel Gonen, Director of Army Intelligence Eli Zeira, and Chief of
Staff to Golda Meir, David Elazar were also relieved of their posts. Notably, Defense Minister
Moshe Dayan was not recommended for dismissal by the Agranat Commission, though he would
resign shortly following Yitzhak Rabin’s rise to the position of Prime Minister.69
Secretary Kissinger and Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin attempted to negotiate a final
separation agreement between Egypt and Israel three times between January 1974 and September
1975 in order to move on to permanent peace negotiations.70 Finally, in September 1975 after
another round of discussions in Geneva the Sinai II Agreement established the continued
removal of Israeli forces eastward. This time the IDF relinquished one third of the Sinai
Peninsula to UN peacekeepers. The lines established in the Sinai II Agreement would hold until
the final peace deal between Egypt and Israel was signed in 1979.71
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***
President Sadat’s visit – Nov. 1977
The years during the disengagement process were marked by tense relations within Israel
and Egypt. Though both sides were working to establish a longer lasting peace, the domestic
political situations on both sides were not conducive to the process. Throughout 1976 Egypt
dealt with several monetary fluctuations due to its foreign currency holdings and enormous trade
imbalances. Faced with harsh austerity measures forced upon it by the International Monetary
Fund, on January 18, 1977 the Egyptian government announced cutbacks on government
subsidies for a wide variety of products including sugar, flour, rice, cooking oil, cigarettes, and
beer. Riots broke out in cities across Egypt protesting the austerity measures. With each passing
day negotiations for peace looked more appealing to Sadat because war was even less tenable in
light of Egypt’s performance in the 1973 war, as well as the financial strain the country was
experiencing.72
The domestic situation in Israel was not much prettier. The government was under harsh
criticism from the press and the public in the years following the Agranat Commission Report.
Increased military spending—devoted to maintaining order in Jerusalem, the West Bank, and the
Gaza Strip, and to the disengagement efforts in the Sinai and Golan Heights—crippled the Israeli
economy and forced high inflation rates for several years. The Labor party in particular was
blamed for this circumstance.73 Their inability to act decisively on intelligence before the 1973
war forced Israel to take part in costly disengagement efforts that may not have been necessary if
the government had mobilized earlier and reacted to Egyptian and Syrian military build-up
before the war.74
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Internal strife and disorganization coupled with the horrible blunder of the 1973 Yom
Kippur War spelled the loss of Labor party control in Israel. In the three-and-a-half years since
the end of the war, the Labor government had neither managed to revive its policies nor its
institutions and leaders. To make matters even worse Minister of Housing Avraham Ofer and
established Labor party member Yaakov Levinson were accused of financial corruption.75
Eventually the scandals forced both men to commit suicide during the investigations process in
1977. Scandal after scandal left the Labor party battered and barely able to cling to power. In
March 1977, the end of Labor rule was all but decided upon. In an article released by the
Washington Post, and carried by the Israeli daily newspaper Haaretz, details of secret bank
accounts held by Prime Minister Rabin’s wife were revealed. Rabin’s wife was setting money
aside in a bank account while Rabin was the Israeli Ambassador to the United States—ultimately
the accounts were discovered to be an oversight, not corrupt financial practice. Another small
religious scandal eventually forced Yitzhak Rabin to resign power and call for elections to elect a
new government.76
The May 1977 elections would prove to be a defining moment in Israeli history. For the
first time since Israel’s independence in 1948 the government would not be in the hands of the
Labor party—the party of the founding father of Israel David Ben Gurion and military hero
Moshe Dayan.77 After 30 years under the Labor party’s guidance, the Israeli government had
accomplished many goals set out in its early days. It survived many large waves of immigration
from the Arab world, Eastern Europe, and the Soviet Union, four wars with its Arab neighbors,
and constant attack in wars of attrition since 1956; but financial scandals and mismanagement
during an hour of peril in 1973 forced Labor out and allowed the Likud party and its leader
Menachem Begin to seize power and create a ruling coalition.78
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In its fifteen point platform during the 1977 election, the Likud party advocated staunch
positions on many areas; negotiations with the Arab states were no exception. Begin advocated
for no concession “on the soil of the homeland,” calling, in fact, for increased military
entrenchment, and more civilian settlements, both urban and rural.79 The homeland—historic
Judea and Samaria, or today the West Bank—was considered by many in the “rigid nationalist”
camp to include the West Bank because it was part of the area under the original tribes of Israel
thousands of years before. The area holds special religious significance to Jews as well. Hebron,
which is located in the West Bank, is one of the holiest sites in Judaism. In addition to being the
birth place of King David, the patriarchs of the Jewish people—Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—
were buried in Hebron, augmenting the area’s historical significance.80
Under the auspices of new Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and National Security Advisor
Zbigniew Brzezinski efforts were renewed to bring Egypt and Israel to the negotiation table for
final peace talks on the Sinai Peninsula. After several attempts to convince the Labor led
government in Israel to return lands for peace, Carter had to switch his attention to the more
conservative Likud government in search of peace. Begin made no promises to Vance in the
early months of the new government, citing the “grave danger” posed by a Palestinian “entity”
west of the Jordan River. Begin preferred that the West Bank—or as he called it Judea and
Samaria—become part of the state of Israel and that the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan be turned
over to the Palestinians for their own state.81
In August 1977 Begin showed signs of softening his position on concessions. Similar to
his predecessor Yitzhak Rabin, Begin said Israel would not withdraw from the Golan Heights,
nor was he interested in discussing territorial withdrawal in the West Bank or Gaza. However, on
the Sinai Begin was considering “significant territorial withdrawal” in exchange for peace
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negotiations with Egypt. Begin recognized, as Rabin had before him, that the key to success in
negotiations was to remain in lockstep with the United States diplomatic team. Though the
chasm between Egypt and Israel seemed nearly unbridgeable with regards to Palestinian
autonomy, Secretary Vance saw room for compromise and an eventual peace deal in the Sinai.82
Begin wanted to keep negotiations on Sinai moving forward to keep American—and Egyptian—
attention off of the Palestinian problem, and Israel’s continuation of settlement building in the
West Bank. Sadat, under increasing pressure to alleviate economic and social unrest in Egypt,
became favorable to direct negotiations with Begin without the participation of the other Arab
countries. On September 16, 1977 Sadat’s desires became known to the Israelis through a secret
meeting between Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan and Egyptian Deputy Prime Minister
Hassan Tuhami.83
By November, Sadat’s intentions were to become publicly known. In an address to the
Egyptian Parliament on November 6th, Sadat announced his wish to speak to the Israeli Knesset,
“I am willing to go to the ends of the earth for peace. Israel will be astonished to hear me say
now, before you, that I am prepared to go to their own house, to the Knesset itself, to talk to
them.”84 Sadat’s speech was met with utter disbelief in Israel. Many government leaders believed
Sadat’s words were merely false piety, that he was using rhetoric to score political points with
Washington and that he did not truly stand behind his words. In response, Menachem Begin
announced that if Sadat truly desired a visit to the Knesset he would be welcomed. An official
invitation was relayed via United States diplomatic cables to Sadat, who officially accepted the
invitation and planned a visit for the 19th of November.85
President Sadat’s reception by the government leaders and the public of Israel was
nothing short of an historic psychological breakthrough. People flooded the streets of Jerusalem
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cheering, waving flags and rejoicing, for this was the first time an Arab leader had visited—and
thereby recognized—the State of Israel. Surely, the people believed, if an Arab leader was
willing to give de facto recognition to—by virtue of visiting Jerusalem—the Israeli state, a peace
treaty was within reach. The leaders greeted each other with peaceful words. Sadat’s first words
to Begin were “No more war. Let us make peace,” and Golda Meir, the former Prime Minister
during the Yom Kippur War, greeted Sadat by saying “we’ve been waiting for you a long
time.”86 After landing at the airport in Tel Aviv, Sadat checked-in at his hotel, prayed at the alAqsa mosque at the Temple Mount, and the next day he addressed the Knesset. To the surprise
of many Sadat declared the end of war between Israel and Egypt, “Tell your sons that the past
war (1973 Yom Kippur War) was the last of wars and the end of sorrows.”87 Sadat’s visit broke
down the psychological barriers that had historically blocked the path to peace. Sadat proved to
the Israeli people, and to his own people, that he was interested not only in regaining lands lost to
Israel in 1967 but he was also interested in genuine peace and the opening of diplomatic relations
with the Jewish state—something no other Arab leader had ever considered.88
***
Camp David Accords – Sep. 1978
In the months between the Egyptian President’s visit and the Camp David Accords,
several attempts were made to take advantage of the groundbreaking initiative offered by Sadat;
but each effort subsequently failed. In order to save the peace process and to bring Egypt out of
the Soviet sphere of influence during the Cold War, US President Jimmy Carter called upon the
leaders of Egypt and Israel to join him at a Summit Conference in the US in order to design a
framework for a comprehensive peace plan for the Middle East. On September 5, 1978, Prime
Minister Begin and his negotiating team were the first to arrive at Camp David. As they landed at
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the small airstrip nearby, President Carter and his wife awaited them on the tarmac. Quickly
swept away into sequestration President Carter escorted his guests to their cabins on the Camp
David grounds. Everyone at the Accords summit would stay in cabins on the premises so as to
stay away from the prying eyes of the media. No members of the press were invited to the
Accords process. Carter wanted the leaders of Israel and Egypt to feel comfortable expressing
their true positions to one another without feeling obligated to stick to talking points for their
audiences at home.89
For several hours Begin and Carter conversed openly with each other on a range of topics
not including peace or the accords process. President Sadat and his negotiating team arrived a
short time later and were again escorted by President and Mrs. Carter to their cabins on the Camp
David grounds. Having had little time to settle in, Sadat was pulled aside by Secretary of State
Vance to President Carter’s personal cabin where he met Prime Minister Begin and President
Carter to discuss the official procedure of the accords, after which negotiations began. Carter
started the negotiations with a meeting between himself, Secretary of State Vance, President
Sadat, and Prime Minister Begin. Each party was allowed time to lay out their positions on a host
of issues uninterrupted by the others. Carter wanted to ensure that each leader had the
opportunity to make their positions perfectly clear from the outset. Begin began the
discussions.90
In no minced words, Begin assured the group that his positions had changed little since
Sadat’s visit to Jerusalem the year prior. While Israel was ready and willing to return the Sinai
Peninsula in return for an agreement of peace with the Egyptians the other territories captured in
the Six Day War were to remain off limits in the negotiations at Camp David. The historic lands
of Judea and Samaria, to Begin and his party, were historically integral to the Land of Israel.
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Like the issues in the West Bank, the Palestinian problem was to remain unaddressed at the
Camp David summit. In Begin’s eyes, the accords process was an opportunity to build a bilateral
peace agreement with Egypt, as facilitated by the US and President Carter; but not to settle
disputes with the other Arab countries not represented at the summit. Beyond these restrictions
everything else was up for discussion: permanent non-aggression, the determination of final
borders between Israel and Egypt, the status of Jerusalem which had been reunited in 1967, the
passage of Israeli ships and cargo through the Suez Canal and Red Sea without problems.91
President Sadat was of the same vein of reasoning as Begin. His negotiating positions had
changed little since his visit to the Knesset in the previous November. Sadat insisted upon the
full military and civilian withdrawal from the Sinai Peninsula and the Gaza Strip, both of which
had been under Egypt’s control from 1948 to 1967, as well as all other Arab territories including
the Golan Heights and the West Bank. As Sadat had made perfectly clear, his intention at the
accords was to both make peace with Israel bilaterally, but also to begin negotiating a final peace
deal between Israel and her other neighbors—mainly with the Palestinians. Sadat’s main
motivation behind peace with the Palestinian population was his view of himself as the leader of
the Arab world.92 Though he was shunned by many of his Arab counterparts, and was kicked out
of the Arab League, Sadat recognized the power and size of Egypt as a significant and influential
force that could help bring about peace, with or without the help of the other Arab countries.
Regardless, Sadat came to the peace conference in the mindset that he was representing each and
every Arab state in the region.93
The first three days were hardly successful. In separate meetings with Begin and Sadat,
President Carter asked the respective leaders to present their entourage’s proposals for
concessions in the negotiations; but what Carter found when he asked this question was anything
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but compromise. The President had invited Sadat and Begin to Camp David under the stipulation
that both parties would arrive without preconditions for negotiations, ready to seriously discuss
concessions both sides would be willing to take. On one hand, Sadat presented his proposal
replete with stipulations that were sure to be rejected by the Israeli delegation; on the other hand,
Begin offered areas in which he would be able to compromise—but laid out demands the
Egyptians were to fulfill before the Israelis could agree to a settlement.
Sadat demanded that: the Israelis return all land occupied in 1967, extend the right of
return to all Palestinians or compensate them; pay for the damage to military and civilian
property in the 1973 war; pay for the oil Israel mined after it discovered oil in the Sinai; remove
all settlements in the West Bank, Gaza, and the Sinai; and assist in building the Palestinian state
within 5 years of the signing of a peace treaty with Egypt. Begin would agree to almost none of
this. He demanded that Israeli settlements remain in the Sinai;94 Israel would be allowed to
maintain security installments on its eastern borders both in the Golan and the West Bank; Egypt
would assist in normalizing relations including an exchange of diplomats; Egypt would agree to
a demilitarized Sinai if Israel would demilitarize its border with Egypt; and Egypt would allow
Israeli ships and goods to flow through the Suez Canal and the Straits of Tiran unimpeded.95
The meeting ended abruptly with the exchange of expectations from both countries. Sadat
recommended that he and his party leave in order to get familiar with the camp and discuss the
Israel’s demands. The Egyptian delegation left Carter’s cabin for a walk around the facility,
except Mohamed Ibrahim Kamel—Anwar Sadat’s Foreign Minister and close trusted legal
counsel—who returned to his cabin in a fury. Kamel became enraged upon Begin’s presentation
of Israeli positions on the peace deal, “The Israeli attitude rests on an erroneous racist belief,
which dominates their thinking and governs their behavior—namely, that they are God’s Chosen
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People. Accordingly, whatever they believe, their rights transcend the rights of others.”96 Kamel,
offended by the Israeli’s ‘sense of entitlement,’ would remain through the end of the Accords
process, but was not a signatory to the document. His resentment for Israel stemmed from his
country’s experience in the 1967 and 1973 wars. Egypt sustained heavy casualties during both
wars—and through neither had they managed to regain all the territory they had lost to Israel.
This damaged sense of national dignity was not exclusively held by Kamel but also by vast
swaths of the Egyptian public who felt they lost their national prowess during the Six Day War.
Equally disgruntled on day three was Prime Minister Begin. After Sadat presented
Egypt’s carefully crafted framework for peace, Begin returned to his cabin enraged, “[They]
address us as if we are a defeated nation…they demand we pay compensation for damages
incurred by Egyptian civilians, I would like them to know that we also claim damages from
them!”97 By this point in the negotiations Sadat—angered by Prime Minister Begin’s outright
rejection of his framework for peace—was threatening to leave Camp David and thereby end the
peace talks, and Begin was preparing to return to Israel decrying Sadat’s initiative as insincere.
In order to save the talks, Carter asked the parties to remain at Camp David while he and his
team crafted a new strategy that would appeal to both sides.
For the next two days President Carter, Secretary of State Vance, and National Security
Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski created a new plan for finalizing a peace between Egypt and Israel.
Because the two men were clearly unwilling to make concessions to the other, Carter decided
that instead of trying to plead with the leaders to make peace he would attempt to threaten them
into making peace. Carter began his attempts with Prime Minister Begin. In order to encourage
concession from the Israelis—mainly on the point of the Sinai settlements—Carter said a future
defense agreement between the United States and Israel would be reconsidered if Israel did not
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show flexibility in negotiations.98 The President spoke to Sadat in a similar manner. In order to
bring Egypt closer to Israeli positions Carter reminded the Egyptian President that the status of
any future military and economic assistance offered to Egypt relied on the results of the Camp
David Accords. These threats combined with a detailed agreement—crafted by neither the
Israelis nor the Egyptians but by the Americans, a neutral third party—formed the bulk of
Carter’s new strategy to forging peace between Israel and Egypt. Carter’s original outline for
comprehensive peace covered many wide-ranging issues:
-

An end to war.
Permanent peace.
Unrestricted passage of Israeli ships through the Suez Canal and the Gulf of
Aqaba.
Secure and recognized borders.
Diplomatic recognition and an exchange of ambassadors.
Phased Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai and demilitarization of the Sinai
Peninsula.
An end to blockades and boycotts from both countries.
Abolition of the Israeli military government in the occupied territories.
Full autonomy for the Palestinians.
Determination of the final status of the West Bank and Gaza strip within five
years, based on UN Resolution 242.
Withdrawal of Israeli military into specified security locations.
A prompt and just settlement of the refugee problem.
Definition of the final status of Jerusalem.
An end to Israeli settlements in Sinai.
No new Israeli settlements or expansion of existing ones in the occupied
territories until all negotiations are complete.
Formal signing of a peace treaty between Israel and Egypt within three
months.99

In an about-face that likely saved the peace agreement between Israel and Egypt, Carter
backed away from some of the key elements of the comprehensive peace agreement he originally
envisioned. In his first—of 23—proposed framework documents at Camp David, Carter
amended several key provisions in order to appease both leaders. Instead of demanding the
withdrawal of all Israeli settlements in Sinai—a key point Carter knew Begin would focus on
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exclusively—the new framework called for a halt to expansion of Israeli settlements and small
border changes based on the 1967 armistice lines. Carter intentionally kept issues such like
settlements, the status of Jerusalem, and the final decision on the West Bank and Gaza out of his
initial proposals in order to draw on some compromises from both Begin and Sadat. At the end
of the sixth day, the American team presented their proposal to Begin, Ezer Weizman, and
Moshe Dayan. While Weizman and Dayan initially agreed to review the document and counter
with their own proposals the following day, Begin insisted on addressing the issues he saw
immediately upon receiving the American proposal. Begin demanded that all references to UN
Resolution 242 be removed and that any mention of Palestinian autonomy be corrected to reflect
Israel’s final say in all future Palestinian political initiatives—Carter took issue with Begin’s
demands and became enraged. Carter asked the Israelis to continue to review the document and
said they must accept some compromise if they ever wished to come to an agreement.
Day seven was devoted to presenting the American proposal to the Egyptian delegation.
The proposal was met with an equally obdurate attitude from the Egyptians. “Clearly
contaminated by Israeli attitudes,” Sadat outright rejected the American proposal as it did not
provide provisions for complete Palestinian autonomy. Sadat argued that while he and his
delegation were at liberty to be flexible on security issues and matters of free passage through the
Suez and the Straits of Tiran, he did not have the authority—nor did he have the will—to make a
comprehensive agreement on the Palestinian issue without the support and participation of the
other interested Arab states.100
By day eight, Carter had finally devised a strategy he hoped would save the talks and
push the delegations towards real progress. Instead of creating one comprehensive peace deal to
appease all parties in the Arab-Israeli conflict, Carter suggested two separate, but linked
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agreements. One agreement, “A Framework for Peace in Sinai,” would exclusively deal with
Israel and Egypt’s disputes in the Sinai Peninsula. The other agreement, “A Framework for
Peace in the Middle East,” would create a framework to finalize a comprehensive agreement
between Israel and all of her Arab neighbors while establishing rights and autonomy for the
Palestinians.101 Carter’s newest plan pleased Begin, but he would not indicate as much until the
end of the Accords; but the new plan worried Sadat, who though separating the two agreements
allowed Israel to obtain the security measures it desired without having to come to a final
agreement on the Palestinian issues.
To reinforce his new strategy, Carter asked that alternative representatives from each
delegation be selected in order to make progress. Each meeting Carter held with both Begin and
Sadat ended in anger, frustration, and intransigence. Aharon Barak was selected to represent the
Israeli interests in negotiations and Osama el-Baz was selected to represent the Egyptian
delegations interests.102 Throughout days ten and eleven intense negotiations that covered all the
major points of disagreement were discussed. Carter, Baz and Barak shuttled back and forth
between their respective colleagues and returned with any suggested changes or concessions
from their delegations. Ultimately, a final peace agreement between Israel and Egypt was
blocked by one issue that both sides refused to concede—the Israeli settlements in the Sinai.
Amounting to a total of 2,000 inhabitants across thirteen villages, a seemingly minute issue
prevented a final agreement between Egypt and Israel. Begin argued that without the presence of
such settlements, nothing would deter the Egyptians from crossing the Suez and making war
with Israel again; this fact, he claimed, would prevent him from ever dismantling a single Israeli
settlement. On the other hand, Sadat said he could never agree to a final treaty which allowed
Israeli settlers to remain on occupied land.
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Day twelve, what would be the second-to-last day of the Camp David Accords, was a
monumental day in negotiations. Carter confronted both Sadat and Begin with the prospects of
what each stood to lose if they could not find a way to reach a final agreement.103 Faced with the
fact that Israel might sour relations with the US—its only major international ally—and
increasing pressure from the Israeli public to finally bring peace to the war-fatigued nation,
Begin agreed to language that would ultimately place the fate of Israeli settlements in Sinai in the
hands of the Knesset rather than making such a declaration himself. Begin’s intransigence on the
Sinai settlement issue had blocked the finalization of a framework for peace between Egypt and
Israel. Now the pressure was on Sadat to help close the negotiations. With Begin’s assurance that
he would allow the Knesset to decide the fate of the Sinai settlements, Sadat hesitantly agreed to
allow the separation of the Egyptian-Israeli peace negotiations from a larger settlement
agreement on the Arab-Israeli conflict—a concession that would eventually cost Sadat his life.
Finally, after two weeks of intense negotiations fraught with threats and heated
arguments, Israel, the United States, and Egypt exchanged formal letters acknowledging their
agreement to both frameworks drafted by the United States. Israel and Egypt would work
together to establish a timeline for withdrawal of their forces from the Sinai Peninsula; Egypt
and Israel would normalize relations and allow the free flow of trade through international
waterways; the Israeli Knesset would take up the issue of Israeli settlements in Sinai within two
weeks of the finalization of negotiations at Camp David; and Egypt would agree to recognize
Israel and agree to keep the Sinai demilitarized. The second agreement for a comprehensive
peace agreement in the Middle East was left vague however. Carter’s desire to tackle such
controversial topics as the status of Palestinian refugees; the final status of Jerusalem; the
establishment of final borders; the structure and eventual powers of a Palestinian state; and
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Israeli withdrawal from all occupied territories were left for open for discussion at a future date.
To this day, the second framework agreement has never been finalized between Israel, the
Palestinians, and the rest of the Arab world.
The Israeli public opinion on peace negotiations fluctuated and differed throughout the
time between the Yom Kippur War to the Camp David Accords. From no discussion of peace
during the Yom Kippur War, to considering peace with the disengagement agreement, to
believing peace to be just around the corner, Israeli public opinion was dynamic and responsive
to events related to the security and territorial integrity of the nation. In order to understand the
different aspects and perspectives of public opinion in Israel, one can look to newspapers as
repositories of public opinion and discourse. Examining editorials of newspapers that represent
diverse political perspectives can bring to light the nuanced changes in public opinion about the
peace negotiation process. Editorials can also help track public opinion over time because
newspapers, typically, maintain the same political view over time, reading the differences in tone
and vocabulary between editorials of the same paper can shed light on changes in opinion for
each major political perspective left-leaning, moderate, and right-leaning.
***
The Press in Israel
The 1967 war fundamentally altered the way Israelis perceived their country’s status in
the Middle East and on the international stage.104 Journalism, especially newspaper journalism,
was of great importance during the Six Day War. While some Israelis turned to radio for their
news beginning in the late 1950s, a large majority of citizens relied on print newspapers for their
daily news updates, among them the most popular were Maariv, Haaretz, Yedioth Ahronoth,
Davar, and The Jerusalem Post.105 Newspapers provided comprehensive daily coverage of the
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war effort including reports from the battlefield, on domestic preparations and mobilization to
help the war effort, coverage of official government statements and updates on the war, and
analysis from leading experts on politics in Israel. As such it is important to understand the effect
newspapers had on informing the people of Israel about the war.
Understanding the perspective and editorial opinion of writers during the war period will
help provide an understanding of the information and analysis Israelis were receiving about the
war and the government’s handling of the aftermath. With the understanding of Israeli
journalists’ writing opinions it becomes easier to recognize how Israeli public opinion during the
war and the period following the war was shaped. Newspapers in Israel play a special role in the
public sphere because many newspapers were responsible for disseminating widely held political
opinions, which were applied analytically to the events of the time.106
An editorial from the first day of the war that appeared in the daily newspaper Davar—
the official newspaper of the ruling Labor coalition—shows the poetic style journalists used to
convey their messages, “The IDF in all divisions and ranks is well-trained and coordinated as a
result of a prolonged and continuous effort – better than ever before – thanks to the far-sighted
investments invested by those in charge of the defense system in the past years. Army command
is experienced and resourceful at all levels – and it is the army of the people.”107 Although
reporters in Israel attempted to remain objective in their reporting, even allowing government
censorship of published content in the early decades of the state, emotions and subjective
opinions showed through in some articles—especially with regards to the many wars as a result
of Israel’s short but storied history with its neighbors, “We will be safe in our righteousness and
united in our ranks. We will stand in the knowledge that we can only rely on ourselves – because
all of our efforts for a political solution bore no fruit. We will encourage much sympathy from
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enlightened thinkers in different parts of the world for the many struggles in front of us. We will
stand with them, emboldened by their identification with us as our Jewish brothers. We will meet
the test.”108
***
The Proliferation of Israeli Journalism
The institutionalization of professional practices and censorship was fundamental to the
establishment of credibility in the domestic Israeli media. For example, the Editors’ Committee,
established well before the founding of the Jewish state, was created by political leaders to
disseminate information to the editors of Israel’s daily newspapers that the government wished to
keep secret. While the committee was primarily used to keep military information away from the
public eye, the government used the committee to help assist the creation of a new Israeli culture
by cherry-picking information it saw as detrimental to the Zionist cause and formation of a new
Israeli society. The committee also served more traditional censorship purposes such as
preventing the dissemination of military information that enemies might be able to use to locate
Israeli targets.109
In 1963 members of the National Federation of Journalists, the Editors Council,
newspaper owners, and the public came together to establish the Israeli Press Council—a body
charged with holding the Israeli press accountable to their standards of journalistic integrity.
Endowed with power to censure newspapers and journalists for violating journalistic codes of
ethics, the Israeli Press Council was a mechanism by which the public could ensure the freedom
of the press, “the operating principles of the [Israeli Press] Council were imbedded in the
concepts of public accountability: the press is the public’s tool in its quest for establishing the
accountability of various authorities, and the council is the public’s tool for establishing the
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accountability of the press.”110 While the press held the government accountable for its actions,
the Press Council held the press accountable for its own actions. The creation of such a council
emphasizes the paramount importance the press still plays in both informing the public and
opining on current events.111
While the press was primarily focused on “opinion-making” during the first two decades
of its existence in the State of Israel, a shift occurred in the mid-1960s that transformed the
purpose of reporting in Israel’s news outlets, “…Israeli journalism was becoming more focused
on reporting, while it provided less in-depth analysis.”112 Disagreements about the sources of
such a shift exist today. Many party-affiliated journalists saw the decline in in-depth analysis of
current events as a result of “revenue-seeking” journalism (a pot-shot aimed at private,
independent newspapers); but most private-affiliated journalists saw the decline as a result of
“rigidity and predictability” in party-affiliated newspapers.113
With the proliferation of Israeli television news, in addition to already existing radio
news Kol Yisrael, Israeli newspaper reporting underwent a transformation during the 1970s.
Because print media had to compete with television news, a new-comer to the reporting business
in Israel, circulation numbers and the clout of print media in Israel declined.114 Many newspaper
organizations changed both physical and ideological components of their papers in order to
attract more readers and regain significance in the changing world of media in Israel. Under
editor Hannah Zemer’s leadership, Davar—a left-leaning newspaper affiliated with the Mapai
and Labor parties—took a more critical editorial slant and re-devoted its mission to reporting
major news events, rather than analyzing news events.115
***
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Israeli Journalism and the 1967 War
A more extensive look at the editors of the major Israeli newspapers during the time of
the 1967 war will provide a richer understanding of how public opinion was shaped during and
after the war. An editor’s view on an event’s importance and their analysis of those events
permeates throughout the paper. From the placement of articles in the paper, to the views
expressed in the editorial column, to the determination of which stories get covered, editors have
an agenda that sends a message about the value the editor places in certain stories and their views
on those stories, “…the main task of journalists is to select socially ‘marked’ events out of a
never ending flow of occurrences, place those events within a context, and construct around them
a meaningful continuum…[and] the documentation of the present and the interpretation of the
past.”116
Hannah Zemer, editor of the leftist newspaper Davar, served in her role for twenty years
from 1970-1990. In her time as editor, the paper introduced widely popular new features like a
weekly magazine insert for youth, more space devoted to editorial and opinion pieces, comedic
and artistic publications in additional sections of the newspaper, and much more.117 While she
was associated with the Mapai and, later, the Labor parties, she maintained a strong commitment
to more objective reporting and editorializing than her predecessors at Davar.118 Zemer’s sharptongued, critical political commentary was a departure from the party-line, generally agreeable
tone of the previous editors of Davar. Their kowtowing to Labor positions on most issues did not
sit well with Zemer as evidenced by the critical tone evident in many of her editorial columns on
politics during the 70s and 80s.119
Gershom Schocken, a heavy weight by Israeli journalistic standards, was the editor of
Haaretz newspaper for 51 years. Schocken’s association with the Progressive Party in Israel
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shown through in the paper’s “liberal yet nonpartisan” editorial view.120 Schocken was an editor
with an experience unlike any other editor in Israel. Schocken’s newspaper, Haaretz, was Israel’s
first non-party-affiliated newspaper, for which he served from the pre-state (1939) period until
well into the post-state period (1990).121 Schocken witnessed a great shift in the role of the
media—especially the newspaper—in Israeli society. During the first two decades of statehood,
Israeli’s media was dominated by the party newspaper system, in which all major parties owned,
staffed, and operated a daily or weekly newspaper. In order to spread their ideology and inform
party members about important party information, party newspapers were fundamental to the
political and social development of Israeli society. Schocken, for his part, utilized his editorial
post in a critical way; without the burden of party affiliation and heavy-handed party
editorializing Schocken was free to critique the government, even when the ruling coalition
included his own party, the Progressive Party.122
Schocken used his critical editorial style to draw in a large group of readers who were
leaving party newspapers in droves during the 1970s. As party papers became mired in dense and
wordy stories with “flowery, poetic language,” independent newspapers were free to run stories
that enticed more readers with simple everyday language; and as such, the life of the political
party newspaper in Israel had met its end. The split between the first and second eras in Israeli
journalism can be defined as the era of party papers and the rise of independent media.123 The
rise of a second era of Israeli journalism was demarcated by the quasi-critical nature of the press.
While the press did not hold itself to the responsibility of keeping government and party officials
responsible for their actions, the papers did take it upon themselves to find their political niche
upon which their editorial lines would criticize or stand behind the actions of the government.
Party papers found themselves at odds with their original ideals of the responsibility of the press
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and the new demands of media consumers—deliver the party message and facilitate intraparty
dialogue, or cover stories that critique the government and its actions.124
Starting after the 1967 war the Israeli press began to undergo major changes. At the same
time that party papers began their long steady decline into extinction, newspaper editors and
reporters started taking on a more critical view of the Israeli government. Many criticized the
government for its handling of the diplomatic crisis that precipitated the 1967 war, especially
Prime Minister Levi Eshkol.125 Authors differ on Defense Minister Moshe Dayan’s performance
during the conflict. Some historians, like Michael Oren, found fault with Dayan’s indecisive
nature during the war, changing his position on issues from day to day.126 Before the 1967 War,
few newspapers published articles criticizing the government—especially not during the war.
While no major newspapers directly criticized the government’s action, the aftermath of the war
brought articles aimed at faults with the Israeli government, and particularly the Labor
coalition’s management of the government.
Cracks in the Labor coalition system that were exposed after 1967 were eventually tested
to their limits in 1973 after the outbreak of the surprise Yom Kippur War in October, widespread
criticism from the left and right was directed at the Labor party after the Yom Kippur war for
their mistakes leading up to Yom Kippur.127 The Jerusalem Post, an independent Englishlanguage newspaper which today editorializes with the right side of the political spectrum, often
took a critical tone when addressing stories related to the government. Throughout the late sixties
and early seventies when the paper was owned by the Histadrut, 128 The Jerusalem Post took a
more favorable view of the government—essentially lobbing less harsh criticisms. This policy
changed, however, after the change in government from Labor to Likud leadership. After
printing scathing criticisms of the Labor government near the end of that coalition’s claim to
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power, the Jerusalem Post under Editor Ted Lurie adopted a less critical tone when Menachem
Begin and the Likud coalition came to power.129 While Lurie often advocated a critical view of
the government in the last years of his tenure with the Jerusalem Post (1955-1974), the
newspaper’s general political stance was aligned with a center-right perspective. After Lurie’s
sudden death in 1974, the newspaper was sold to the Hollinger Group in 1976, a Canadian
publishing house, and adopted a more solidly right wing perspective, around and after the Camp
David summit.130
After the war of 1967, a false sense of security fell over Israel. It was believed that
because of Israel’s swift and decisive victory over the Arabs, the 1967 War would serve as a
reminder of Israel’s power—especially its ability to fight wars without direct assistance from a
superpower. It would take six years, until the traumatic experience of the Yom Kippur War, for
the Israeli government to realize that it depended up its superpower ally the United States more
than had been previously recognized. Without a key airlift of ammunition during the middle of
the war, Israel may have been hard pressed to achieve the outcome it obtained during
disengagement processes in 1974.131
The sloppy work of the Yom Kippur War, or as some journalists likes to call it “the
Debacle,”132 permanently changed the role of the press in Israeli society. Abandoning their
previously favorable opinions towards government positions and actions, the Israeli press
adopted a more critical role as a check on government control of information. Danny Bloch, a
reporter and later an assistant editor at Davar explained, “I don’t accept the idea that the role of
the press is to keep up morale. Its major role is to deliver accurate information, expose the truth,
criticize and sound warnings. The role of the press today is to make every effort to open
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additional paths to independent sources of information, so that we will not be dependent on one
source that is not prepared to reveal everything.”133
The Israeli press experienced a transformative phase during and after the 1967 Six Day
War. While criticism was not widely practiced during or immediately after the war, newspapers
and their editorial lines began to take on more critical voices on government related stories.
Harsh critiques of the government, and general suspicion of the Israeli government was the
general tone of most newspapers after the Yom Kippur War well into the 1980s when Israel’s
print media took on additional competition in the cable news industry, when newspapers started
to decline in their societal influence. The 1960s and 1970s were evolutionary years for the Israeli
newspaper industry. Transformations in professional values and beliefs, particularly relating to
government information, lead Israeli newspapers to adopt critical editorial lines and to become
more secular, and free of party control. Regardless, the surviving newspapers continued to reflect
the many political perspectives, and espouse the diverse opinions of the Israeli public.
– Reading Between The Lines –
Newspapers serve as a unique source for public opinion and discourse, especially during
times of political upheaval and change. Reviewing newspapers is especially useful when
examining political events because major political actions are often the center of many news
stories and deeper, more critical analysis in opinion pieces and editorial columns. Newspapers
also serve as a repository of public opinion and discourse. In the days before Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube, platforms for mass public discussion on major issues were limited – most of the
public utilized the press in order to espouse their political opinions and beliefs in the form of
commentary, opinion, editorial, and letters to the editor.
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Examining the editorials of newspapers in Israel provides accessible, representative
insight into Israeli public opinion during a time period in which many Israelis relied on
newspapers as their primary source of news consumption – and therefore their principal source
for analysis and discussion of major political developments, cultural phenomena, and social
movements. The nature of the Israeli media provides an easy framework with which to capture a
diversity of political opinions held by the public between the Yom Kippur War and the Camp
David Accords. Analyzing editorials from several papers which represent different political
perspectives held in Israeli society will help capture public opinion on events between 1973 and
1978.
Reading these editorials carefully – paying attention to the changes in tone, message, and
political perspective – will reveal whether there was, as many scholars suggest, a momentous,
and abrupt change in public opinion towards peace with Egypt after President Sadat’s visit to
Jerusalem or if there was a more gradual change in public opinion over that same period.
Focusing analysis on editorials will explain the how Israeli public opinion changed regarding
peace with the Egyptians. Five major political events related to the peace would serve as good
points of reference to track the change of public opinion over time, The Yom Kippur War in
1973, the approval of the disengagement agreement by the Knesset in 1974, Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat’s visit to Jerusalem in 1977, the time immediately preceding the Camp David
Accords, and a point at the end of the peace negotiations at Camp David.
***
Yom Kippur War
The first event for which newspaper editorials were chosen for analysis was the Yom
Kippur War, specifically the third day of the Yom Kippur War. This day was an especially
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important day for Israel during the war as this was the first day in which they were able to gain
back position that was lost to the Egyptians at the outset of the war. Additionally, the United
States authorized a military and civilian aid airlift to Israel to counterweight the lines of military
support the Soviet Union was directing towards Egypt and Syria. The supplies would reach Israel
on day four and five, just before ammunitions stockpiles were completely depleted.
Israeli public opinion was unified at this point of the war. Israelis were universally
supportive of the mobilization effort, and would eventually become critical of the government
for not taking action quickly enough. Though the public opinion was universally supportive, the
various newspapers examined reflected very different tones when discussing the ongoing war
effort. A Haaretz editorial—Haaretz represented the right wing ideology during the 1970s—
from the third day of the war takes a very realist stance on Israel’s defensive efforts and the war
that was rapidly unfolding. The editors expressed their view that the US and Russia were not
interested in intervening in the war but would rather, “leave it to the Middle East to determine
the struggle amongst themselves… the regional powers will be given the [responsibility] to find
the balance based on the relative real powers between them.”134 Clearly the right leaning political
perspective believed that Israel had a right to use its military force to repel the offensive attacks
by Egypt and Syria and that the super powers had not right to intervene in such a regional
conflict.
A Jerusalem Post article takes a different perspective from the right side of the political
spectrum, focusing attention on the internal war effort and the international community’s
incredulity toward the war. This editorial, interestingly, points out that the Israeli government
“knowingly allowed [the Egyptians and the Syrians] to launch the attack and which [they] admit
to launching the attack.”135 The previous war had been fought with Israel striking the first blow
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in the war. This language seems to imply the Jerusalem Post—again a newspaper with an
editorial line aligned with the opposition party—thought the government knew Egypt and Syria
would strike first and knowingly allowed them to cause the first strike. Similar in tone to the
Haaretz article, this editorial defines the war in such terms that Israel’s counter attack is
justifiable regardless of what the international community says because the they were not the
aggressors, and therefore are allowed to respond without international intervention.
The moderate newspaper Maariv, published two short editorial pieces that were very
similar in nature to both the Haaretz and the Jerusalem Post editorials. Maariv most explicitly
explained the view that Israel was not the aggressor in this Yom Kippur War and should not be
treated as such on the international community. The tone of the Maariv editorial also takes on a
more existential, alarmed tone compared to the Jerusalem Post article, describing the war as
such, “the dominant feeling was that we were in a war of existence, a war of life or death, this
time, though we still are in the defensive stage there is no doubt—not at home nor abroad—that
we will win.”136 Maariv’s message remained virtually the same as the messages of Haaretz and
Jerusalem Post, but took a more solidly patriotic stance against the attack by Egypt and Syria,
firm in the belief that Israel would again rise from war victorious.
The Davar editorial from the same day is the only editorial examined that differed in
message on the third day of the war. Davar editor Hillel Danzig directed the editorial to the
working and middle class of Israel; geared toward both religious and secular audiences. Danzig
offers considerations the Egyptians did not deliberate when executing their attack on the holiest
day in Judaism, “The concentration of the majority of citizens in the synagogues and in their
homes, and the absence of vehicular traffic on the roads – eased the work of recalling the
draftees more than in any regular work day and any normal transportation day.”137 Danzig points
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out that the Egyptians thought that Israel would have been caught off guard, allowing their forces
to make additional advances that they otherwise could not have made if the IDF was able to
mobilize more quickly. On the contrary, Danzig argues, the fact that few people were working
and the absence of daily traffic allowed the IDF to mobilize more quickly—allowing the
opposite of what the Egyptians expected to occur.
While the papers occupying the center and right of the political spectrum (Maariv,
Haaretz, and The Jerusalem Post) were more firm in rhetoric and tone while focusing on the
military aspects of the war effort, Davar—on the left of the political scale—appealed to the
civilian aspect of the war effort. The divergences in editorials on the Yom Kippur War represent
the relative differences in approach to political issues among the political parties in Israel. The
ruling Labor Coalition included religious parties, which likely influenced the mention of the
religious considerations surrounding the war effort. Therefore, Davar, the Labor Party’s
newspaper, emphasized religion in their editorial whereas the other papers had no major religious
base to appeal to.
***
Yom Kippur War Disengagement Agreement
Three months later, the mood in the country had changed dramatically from strong,
patriotic arguments in support of the public and the IDF to discussions on the merits of the
disengagement agreement and the prospects for future normalization of relations. Each of the
four papers addressed the final Knesset debate on whether to approve the disengagement
agreement (Sinai I Agreement) with Egypt from different perspectives. While Haaretz chose to
discuss the composition of the governing coalition—and the necessity for a broad coalition of the
political parties to approve of such an agreement—Maariv and The Jerusalem Post chose to
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editorialize about the content of the agreement, and Davar, expressing views of the more doveish members of Israeli society, chose to publish an editorial discussing the opportunity the
disengagement agreement provided for pursuing a broader peace with Egypt.
The Haaretz editorial from January 23, 1974 discusses the Knesset debate on the
disengagement agreement and comments on the necessity for the alignment of a broader
government coalition to approve of such a historic agreement. Haaretz reflects the opinions of
the right wing when calling upon the Labor coalition to invite members of the Likud bloc to join
the government and have a say in the final terms of the agreement,
“as far as there is a dispute between the two parties, it does not revolve around the
size of the territories that should be returned. Rather about what would be gained
in return. If this is the case it is important that decisions on these matters would be
accepted by large numbers of the public’s representatives. It is possible that such
an agreement would be harder to achieve among Likud members and easier
among MAFDAL and independent liberals.”138
Haaretz goes as far as to say that the Labor negotiators had done little in attempting to persuade
Likud to join the government following the election in late December 1973. The only time they
were included, according to the editorial, was “in the demand of the MAFDAL (the religious
party in the Labor coalition) to establish a national emergency government,” which would force
decisions to be made by a government composed of the major political parties, thereby inviting
Likud, the second largest political party, into the decision making process.139 It is evident that the
editorial perspective of Haaretz remained very right-leaning, reflecting doubt in any
disengagement agreement that is not accepted by a wide majority of the public’s representatives
in the Knesset.
In contrast, The Jerusalem Post editorial from the same day is dedicated to the content of
the disengagement and the debate on it in the Knesset; focusing mostly on the different political
perspectives espoused during the debate. Much of the editorial represents a change in position
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from a patriotic tone to one cautiously hopeful for future peace between Egypt and Israel. The
editors concede that the while the government was constitutionally permitted to sign the
agreement without Knesset approval but they also say that government leaders should have
sought the approval of the Knesset prior to officially signing the agreement. In a shift to a
slightly more moderate position, The Jerusalem Post criticized the opposition party’s lack of
proposed alternative to the agreement which was signed by government officials the week
before, saying, “neither Mr. Begin nor the Likud’s new defense spokesman, Mr. Ariel Sharon,
offered the House a set of proposals which could be put up alongside the government’s actions
and policies as a feasible alternative.”140 The editorial continues the shift towards a more
moderate perspective, from a more right-leaning one during the Yom Kippur War, by also
promoting cautious optimism in light of the new agreement with Egypt, “the disengagement
agreement, if it results as planned in the normalization of life in the Canal region, would give the
sides a first taste of peaceful coexistence at least in this limited area. And this may hold out some
hope of further progress.”141
Likewise, Maariv editors chose to write about the content of the disengagement
agreement with Egypt. The editors’ note that the agreement was presented differently to the
Knesset between the signing of the agreement by the Prime Minister and the approval of the
agreement by the Knesset. The Maariv editorial points out that this agreement was only possible
due to a drastic change in the Egyptian position on negotiations with Israel; but notably missing
from such the initial agreement was the commitment from the Egyptians to reopen the Suez
Canal to Israeli shipping traffic. The editorial emphasizes cautious optimism when considering
the prospects for future settlements with Israel,
“the Egyptian willingness to open the canal does not appear in the agreement
signed by the parties. There is not a trace of such an intention, and even more –
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such a commitment. If this is the justification [for acceptance], and hope is based
on it, and it is the foundation for optimism, then it has to be emphasized that it is
not a part of the agreement; it is part of the clarifications that were given by the
US Secretary of State to the Israeli government in regards to the intentions of the
Egyptians… If indeed [Knesset approval] is based completely on what is not in
[the agreement], then it will be necessary to wait and see if what is not in it will
come true just as Israel’s commitment is written in express language.”142
Though the editors hint at the prospect for more comprehensive peace with Egypt in the future,
they warn that any commitments that are absent from the written agreement cannot be taken as a
given unless they are included in the written agreement. The views in this Maariv editorial from
January 23, 1974 show a shift from the more confrontational tone seen in the editorial from the
Yom Kippur War that lambasted Egyptian aggression and supported the strength and courage of
the IDF.
Of the editorials examined on the approval of the disengagement agreement, the one from
Davar represents the greatest shift in perspective towards peace; in fact, this editorial is the only
one examined from the time that explicitly states the collective desire of Israelis for peace with
their neighbors in Egypt. While the editors’ column represents a shift towards peace, like the
others, Davar also advocates cautious optimism towards the agreement, “The power of Israel,
which has been shown again in the Yom Kippur War, has enabled us to make this first leap
towards the realization of our underlying aspirations – the desire for peace. The decision of last
night, the first political act imposed upon the eighth Knesset, is an expression of the desire and
willingness that exists in Israel to exhaust every opportunity for realizing this ambition.”143
It is apparent, that contrary to popular belief, a shift in public desire to pursue peace with
Egypt had already begun shortly after the end of the Yom Kippur War. All four editorial
columns that address the disengagement agreement debate in the Knesset on January 23 either
hint at or state an outright the desire for peaceful coexistence with Egypt. This runs contrary to
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previous scholarship on the peace process between Egypt and Israel which generally states that
President Sadat’s visit to Jerusalem was the defining moment when Israeli public opinion shifted
favorably towards a peace agreement with Egypt, rather than maintaining a state of aggression.
***
President Sadat’s Visit to the Knesset
Previous scholars are not wrong when they state that a clear shift in public opinion
occurred when President Sadat announced his intention to speak in front of the Knesset about
engaging in direct negotiations for a comprehensive peace agreement to end, once and for all, the
state of war between Israel and Egypt. Editorial columns from Davar, Maariv, and The
Jerusalem Post reflect a significant shift in public attitude toward peace with Egypt after
President Sadat visited Jerusalem and spoke in front of the Knesset about opening direct
negotiations for comprehensive peace between Israel and the Arab world. Each of the
newspapers declared the event “historic” and expressed the significance of the shift of Israeli
public opinion towards a peace agreement. There exist some differences in perspective between
the newspapers on President Sadat’s visit and his call for direct negotiations, but by-and-large all
the papers agree that the President’s visit signaled a psychological breakthrough in the ArabIsraeli peace process.
In the most dramatic shift in political stance between the disengagement agreement in
January 1974 and the Egyptian President’s visit in November 1977, the Haaretz editorial
column’s political perspective changed from a moderate-right perspective to what appears to be
an almost left-leaning interpretation of President Sadat’s historic visit to Jerusalem. The
newspaper’s editorial perspective changed drastically, from cautioning the public to not be too
hopeful for further progress towards peace to a strong belief that Sadat’s visit signifies a rare and
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historic opportunity: “We should exploit this desirable time to promote the cause of peace. In the
meetings between the guest and his hosts we must lay the foundation blocks on which the house
of peace is built. We must assume that Anwar al-Sadat wants peace with us, and respect the
sincerity of his intention especially given the opposition that his initiative is raising in some parts
of the Arab world.”144 The editorial goes as far as to advise the Prime Minister to rethink his
usual political ideals in favor of undertaking an historic peace initiative writing, “to Menachem
Begin, even the most obstinate opposition to the division of [Judea and Samaria from] Israel will
believe that, at the end of the day, it is necessary to separate between historical-religious ideal
and between the imperative regional and international political reality.”145 This change in
political perspective is especially surprising because of Haaretz’s disposition towards the
Likud—a result of Schocken’s distaste for the Labor government at the end of its reign—
whereas in this editorial the paper takes the opportunity to take a more moderate-liberal stance
on Sadat’s peace initiative.
The same day, The Jerusalem Post published an editorial similar to the tone and message
of the Maariv editorial. Though still adhering to a moderately right wing ideology, the editors
recognize the historic nature of Sadat’s visit by calling for both sides to do away with their old
dogmas and intransigent positions on negotiation in order to acknowledge Sadat’s courageous
step in recognizing Israel and speaking before the Knesset. The column explains that, “by his
symbolic initiative, President Sadat has provided persuasive evidence that as far as he is
concerned, he is prepared to transform this existential dispute into a more commonplace
contention over legitimate differences of interest which are amenable to solution through
compromise.”146 Here the newspaper explains that the fundamental problem underlying the
conflict, the existential threat posed to Israel by her neighbors appeared to have been eliminated,
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at least from Egypt. In light of the historic nature of the event, the editorial reiterates the
importance for the Prime Minister of Israel to engage the President of Egypt and to take his
initiative seriously before the opportunity passes to make peace, challenging the usually
moderate, unaligned views of the paper, “but beyond the pomp and circumstance of the official
reception…there lies the overwhelming question whether Premier Begin is ready to take on
Sadat… Today, Premier Begin is facing his moment of truth, and it comes much earlier than
anyone had a reason to expect. President Sadat has staked his political career, perhaps his life, on
Begin’s agreeing to play along. He should not be disappointed.”147 This perspective represents a
great shift from the tone of The Jerusalem Post editorial from January 1974 in which the editors
caution against over-optimistic expectations for peace. This editorial, in fact, questions the
willingness of the right wing Prime Minister’s to compromise for peace.
In a political commentary more reminiscent of the left wing paper, Davar published an
editorial that was similar in tone and message to the Haaretz and The Jerusalem Post articles.
The editorial describes the jubilation with which Sadat was greeted at Ben Gurion Airport and
notes that it is important to remember that his initiative should be met with a similar sort of
courageousness by the Israelis,
“If President Sadat took it upon himself the risk that is in his trip to Israel—and it
should be assumed that this was a calculated risk—it encumbered upon us that he
could see for himself that Israel’s longing for peace is expressed not only with the
respect and sincerity that we showered him with here. But with the political
approach that will open real dialogue and settlement. The eyes of the whole world
are currently fixed on Jerusalem; and those who aspire to peace in the Middle
East—in contrast from the parties that want to continue to build the conflict—
expect that Israel will know to respond with daring toward daring.”148
The Davar editors espouse a left wing position on the initiative of the Egyptian President. The
column implies that the President of Egypt’s actions were bold and courageous in the face of
opposition and isolation from his colleagues in the other Arab nations; and because of that
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courageousness, Israeli officials, specifically Prime Minister Begin, should respond with the
same kind of courage. While this editorial does not go as far as to question Prime Minister
Begin’s willingness to compromise, it does caution that the path between Sadat’s visit and a final
peace agreement would be long and difficult, but that every opportunity should be seized in order
to pursue the virtuous goal of peace.
Previous scholars are correct in assessing the political weight of President Sadat’s visit,
though the analysis that public opinion changed suddenly and drastically following President
Sadat’s visit is inaccurate. While the Israeli public extended a tremendous outpouring gratitude
and approval for the Egyptian President, the longing for peace was not jump-started after the
visit of President Sadat to Israel, it had begun shortly after the 1973 Yom Kippur War, as is
evidenced in the editorials from January 1974. It is therefore prudent to continue to assess
whether public opinion changed after President Sadat’s visit.
***
Beginning of Camp David
Ten months passed between Sadat’s visit to Jerusalem and the Camp David Accords, the
two countries had little to show for it. Neither had made any clear compromises towards a
peaceful settlement, mostly hampered by the UN Resolution 242, which called for the territorial
withdrawal of Israel to the 1967 borders in all territories. It is evident, when analyzing the
editorial pieces from the days before the Camp David Accords, that public opinion in Israel had
again switched to a more cautious and pessimistic view towards peace.
The editorial from The Jerusalem Post from September 1, 1978 shows the shift of public
opinion of the right wing political perspective towards skepticism. Much of the article is spent
recalling the peace process that led to the Camp David Accords. The parties had agreed to open a
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line of negotiations in November 1977 when Sadat visited Jerusalem, but in that time, the editors
write, there was little to no progress made on concessions from either country. It was during this
time that President Jimmy Carter invited each leader to join him for a separate peace conference
at Camp David in the United States; “The basic idea of the historic encounter in Jerusalem last
November was, for once, Egypt and Israel would try to resolve their differences among
themselves, face to face, without benefit of outside intercession, and possible imposition. This
attempt has not been crowned with much success.”149 In the eyes of the conservative political
view, the peace process that followed Sadat’s visit was unproductive at most, primarily because
of the Egyptian President’s intransigence on meeting again with Prime Minister Begin without
the presence of a US mediator.
To The Jerusalem Post editors it seemed that it was not the idea of formal political
relations, fresh economic opportunities, or social exchange which stood in the way of the peace
agreement, but rather the prospect of a comprehensive Middle East peace deal, which President
Sadat desired but that Prime Minister Begin vehemently opposed. Going into the negotiations the
goal of the Egyptians was to extract a final agreement for the Palestinian people as well as the
Egyptians—the problem with such a proposal is that Israel would prefer to create a separate
peace agreement with each of its neighbors separately in order to provide the most favorable
conditions of security of the Jewish State,
“Israel will not endorse a formula for Palestinian self-determination. Yet both
Egypt and Israel agree that the Palestinians must, as a practical matter, be allowed
the means to assert themselves politically, but not in an independent state. This is
the American position, too. The question is, where should the Palestinian frontier
be drawn? Egypt, acting as a custodian of Arab interests, will not underwrite a
formula for territorial compromise... [So what is ultimately necessary] is that
Egypt and Israel agree, as a matter of principle, that a permanent border should be
negotiated for the West Bank, taking account of the legitimate security interests of
all parties.”150
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Without the prospect for security for all parties, the editorial continues, the peace talks will not
bear fruit, and any party to reject such a plan would surely be responsible for scuttling the talks
at Camp David. Regardless of the state hurdles to peace, the column concludes, it would be
foolish for either party to write off the necessity of the Camp David Summit as the imposition of
international will on a regional conflict, which had, until the Camp David Summit, been entirely
unproductive in reaching a peace framework. Though pessimistic because of the great obstacles
that would need to be overcome at Camp David, The Jerusalem Post’s outlook on peace was still
slightly hopeful for a more comprehensive agreement between the parties, denoting a shift in
public opinion back toward the conservative political ideology.
The moderate newspaper Maariv editorialized in much the same fashion as The
Jerusalem Post ahead of the Camp David Summit. The editorial of September 1st, 1978 projects
a reserved, pessimistic hope for the peace conference at Camp David. Maariv editors chose to
focus on the preparations of the Egyptians ahead of the summit conference. Because the state of
Egypt controled the Egyptian press from the top down, Sadat took advantage of the short time
ahead of the summit in order to “prepare himself an alibi” in case of the failure of the talks. The
Editorial projects the idea that even before the Camp David conference was set to begin, the
Egyptians were preparing for the failure of the negotiations because of unacceptable Israeli
positions—especially regarding the Sinai; a more pessimistic outlook on the negotiations than
the Israelis,
“The chief newspapers of Egypt and Radio Cairo already tell – even before the
preparation work on conference halls in the resort near Washington was
completed – that the Israeli government brings with her programs that cannot be
accepted by the Arabs… If all these propaganda maneuvers are a psychological
warfare ahead of the summit – so be it. However if they include a hint of Sadat’s
expectations for the summit and the positions that he would take, then there is a
fear that indeed the leader of Egypt will need the alibi that he prepares for
himself.”151
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It is clear, that according to those on the right and in the middle of the political spectrum in Israel
had their hopes for a grand peace agreement worn down in the ten months between Sadat’s visit
to Jerusalem and the start of the peace summit at Camp David. While still holding out hope, it
seems as though the Israelis (as well as the Egyptians) were bracing for the aftershocks in case of
the failure of the negotiations.
As with the past several events examined, Davar advocated a different political line than
the right wing and moderate newspapers in the country. The paper took a more optimistic
perspective of the peace negotiations and Camp David discussions. The tone of the column is
decidedly more optimistic than the other editorials, declaring that “citizens of the country,
regardless of different perspectives, will accompany the Camp David conference, with hope and
prayer that the Prime Minister, and his entourage who represent Israel at the triangle summit
conference indeed will succeed in this historical event, and that the chance for permanent
political agreement in the region will be promoted.”152 This decidedly more optimistic tone can
be explained by the Labor party’s willingness to compromise more readily on the territorial
issues regarding the peace negotiations. Prime Minister Begin’s views on territorial concessions
were stated clearly before the negotiations began, and as he stated on numerous occasions, his
positions on concessions in the Sinai and Judea and Samaria were unlikely to change, “without
going into the other details, it can be said that the differences in approach are focused on the
territorial sanctity of Judea and Samaria, which is not accepted by the entire nation. Success or
lack of success of these negotiations could be affected by these different of views.”153 The Davar
editors point to the territorial issues as the primary reason the peace negotiations might fail. This,
they say, would likely come as a result of conservative intransigence on territorial concessions—
mainly because of the belief in including Judea and Samaria in the territory of Israel.
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Public opinion in the period prior to the Camp David Accords as seen through these
editorials had become less optimistic about the prospects of achieving a meaningful peace deal
with Egypt. The Jerusalem Post and Maariv, representing the right wing and moderate political
perspectives, espoused generally pessimistic opinions about the potential of the Camp David
Accords. While not writing the peace effort off entirely before it had even begun, The Jerusalem
Post did not express high hopes for the Camp David summit in light of Begin’s strong and
established positions on territorial concessions that would be possible from Israel, while Maariv
expressed the same concerns citing Sadat’s demand for complete autonomy for the Sinai and
occupied Palestinian territories. The Davar editorial also displayed some skepticism in the
potential for the talks to be successful for the same reasoning as the Jerusalem Post editorial –
because of Begin’s territorial intransigence. These shifts in public opinion, though not
abandoning the hope for peace, certainly express a pessimistic view of the prospects after ten
months of little to no progress in negotiations.
***
End of Camp David
The Jerusalem Post article from the final day of the Camp David summit on September
17, 1978 expresses a shaky hope that the peace conference will ultimately be declared a success
once the final agreement from the conference is made public. The editorial focuses on the
impediments that blocked a comprehensive final peace agreement between Egypt and Israel,
placing blame primarily on President Sadat for having to kowtow to the leaders of the Arab
world – though he was never officially recognized by them as their representative at the Camp
David summit.
“While reports from the conference have been sketchy at best, there have been
indications that Mr. Begin sought to accommodate this US desire, but that Sadat
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did not consider these measures of compromise adequate for his purposes.
Undoubtedly, there has been a narrowing of Sadat’s room for maneuver since that
time last November when his plane touched down so dramatically in Israel. In
negotiating over the future of the West Bank and Gaza he is no longer negotiating
for Egypt, but for others, like Hussein, whose approval he needs.”154
The crux of the negotiations was on the eventual fate of the West Bank territory – for which
Egypt sought autonomy on behalf of the Palestinian people, and for which a segment of the
Israeli population believed was part of the territory of the state of Israel. If matters were to be
resolved regarding the West Bank, the only way to reach a comprehensive agreement was if
King Hussein of Jordan were brought into the negotiations; but in light of King Hussein’s
repeated rejection of invitations to join the peace negotiations the hope for a comprehensive
Middle East peace agreement remained dim. The tone of the editorial is unhopeful for a
successful outcome; the ultimate goal of a comprehensive peace does not appear to have been
reached. From the stand point of Prime Minister Begin’s pre-negotiation positions, the final
agreement would be a success – with the only remaining thorn being the removal of settlements
in the Sinai Peninsula, for which he fiercely advocated throughout the summit conference. The
political view of this editorial adheres closely to the right wing perspective in Israel on the
summit conference. All told, conservative Israelis defended the Camp David summit as a
success, primarily for having maintained the territorial sanctity of Eretz Israel.
A Maariv editorial from September 17th, 1978 strikes a decidedly neutral tone on the final
day of the Camp David conference, declaring the summit neither a success nor a failure. The
column focuses on the efforts of President Carter and his team to attempt to force the two sides
to come to an agreement, using procedural mechanisms to pull the Egyptians and Israelis
towards common ground. The editors make their neutral stance resoundingly clear by stating
that, “We shall not get carried away, therefore, especially now – shortly before the end of the
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conference – in the pessimistic speculation wave of the American media as to the final outcome.
We accept at face-value the words of the White House spokesman that the decision to end the
conference today ‘does not come as a result of despair,’ and only add to them the analysis –
which is realistic in our humble opinion, that it does not come as a result of enthusiasm.”155
The editors go on to conclude that by declaring the conference over, Carter is putting the final
steps of the process upon Sadat and Begin – expecting them “to go above and beyond the norm”
– in order to fulfill the goal of the summit conference and not bring disappointment to the
historic peace initiative undertaken at Camp David. The editors’ neutral stance reflects the
general political views of the paper and the views of much of the public, as they waited to learn
more about the details of the process of the negotiations and the final written agreement.
The editors of Davar express the disappointment felt by many on the left side of the
political spectrum in Israel at the projected outcome of the conference. The Camp David summit
appeared to have been a let-down that fell short of accomplishing its goals, not finalizing a
“‘framework for peace agreement’ – another name for a declaration of principles – but ‘a
framework for further negotiations.’”156 The column continues with a quote from conference
spokesman, Jody Powell, expressing that the conference was not ended in despair but out of
necessity to keep the process moving forward – for continuing with no deadline in mind would
have dragged the negotiations out indefinitely. The editors found no hope in Powell’s statement
that the conference had achieved a breakthrough in negotiations, regardless of not having
reached a comprehensive agreement, “When the details of the conference’s processes will be
known, it will be possible to analyze the personal weight of Presidents Carter and Sadat and
Prime Minister Begin at key stages of the negotiations triangle. The three leaders will have to
convince their target audiences that they are not guilty in what appears at this time – at least in
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part – to be the failure of the summit.”157 The column expresses grief with the fact that the peace
conference was ended without the major concessions that were needed to be given by both sides
of the dispute and in that sense the conference was a failure. It would now be up to the three
leaders to return to their countries and explain the results of the conference and why such a
framework was reached. The perspective of Davar in this editorial showcases the high hopes for
which the left-wing in Israel had for the summit conference with Egypt in the United States. The
hope was that President Carter could impose upon the leaders an agreement which would be
amenable (enough) to both sides so that their country’s publics would accept the agreement. But
having walked away from the conference with only an outline for peace and a commitment to
continue the negotiations, to Davar, Carter’s peace conference was ultimately a failure. The shift
on the left side of the spectrum is a result of the high aspirations the liberal bloc had for bringing
peace to the war torn region.
The final day of the conference produced mixed opinions among the Israeli public. Those
on the left were disappointed by the inability of the parties to finalize a comprehensive
agreement, while those on the right were satisfied that Israel was able to accomplish its goal of
peace with Egypt without also committing to a binding comprehensive solution to the Palestinian
autonomy question. The more neutral factions of the public withheld judgment on the Accords
until more information would be shared on the process details and the specific terms agreed to in
the framework. These views represent shifts on all three fronts of public opinion, the pessimistic
view of the left before the conference became more pessimistic on the final day in light of the
potentially disappointing outcome. The moderate and right wing political opinions both showed
a slightly improved opinion of the peace process shifting from slightly pessimistic at the outset
of the summit to neutral or optimistic on the conference’s final day.
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– Conclusion –
All in all, the public opinion in Israel regarding peace with Egypt showed multiple
changes beginning shortly after the Yom Kippur War in 1973. Contrary to popular belief, public
opinion in Israel began to shift favorably toward peace well before President Sadat’s visit in
November 1977. Editorials from Davar, Haaretz, Maariv, and The Jerusalem Post all mention or
elude to the desire in Israel for peace with Egypt, though each newspaper varies in certainty on
whether peace would be achievable. The politically moderate and left-leaning factions in society
held more optimistic opinions about the future of a peace agreement—as expressed in the
editorials of Davar and Maariv respectively. This view maintains the political view of the Labor
coalition that was attempting to restore its reputation after being woefully underprepared for the
attack on Yom Kippur. It was thought that only by pursuing, and subsequently achieving, peace
would the Labor government be able to hold on to power after losing many seats in the Knesset
following the December election.
The politically right-leaning segment of society was less optimistic for peace, preferring
to discuss the lack of a broad-based coalition to approve the disengagement agreement—because
they had reservations about some of its provisions. This perspective makes sense considering
Likud was in the opposition during the disengagement talks. Their desire to be included in the
decision on approval of the disengagement is evident in the Haaretz editorial from January 1974.
The views of each political perspective express a varying desire for peaceful coexistence with
Egypt; negating previous assumptions that only after President Sadat’s announcement of his trip
to Israel did public opinion in Israel favor peace.
The most dramatic change in Israeli public opinion about peace with Egypt, however,
occurred around the time of President Sadat’s visit to Jerusalem. The editorial views on President
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Sadat’s visit stand in stark contrast to the rhetoric present in the same editorial columns during
the Yom Kippur War. On the third day of the war the people of Israel were filled with fear; the
enemies had advanced across the lines the IDF established after the Six Day War in 1967. Each
of the four editorial columns expressed patriotic sentiments, their steadfast support of the IDF
soldiers, and a reminder that Israel did not start, but was within its rights to finish, the Yom
Kippur War without international intervention; a strongly pro-Israel overtone. The mindset of the
public was at a state of war against Egypt. Certainly Israel did not desire war with Egypt in the
Sinai, but an attack on the holiest day and a violation of the armistice line from 1967 required a
response. The security of the Jewish state could not be breached on its holiest day without a
counterattack.
Four years later, President Sadat flew to Israel to open negotiations for a permanent peace
agreement between Egypt and Israel. The previous far-off hope of peace during the
disengagement of forces became a real peace when Sadat, the first Arab leader to extend a hand
of recognition to the state of Israel, flew to Israel to speak to the Knesset. There was, no doubt, a
significant shift in public opinion in favor of peace after Sadat’s speech; but this shift happened
in a series of public opinion shifts on peace beginning after the Yom Kippur War. The public
began expressing desire for peace after the acceptance of the disengagement by the Knesset,
though the country was still divided on the prospects of achieving peace. Only after Sadat’s visit
did the whole country rally around the idea of peace because of the historic nature of the
occasion and because of the first-of-its-kind offer Sadat was proposing to the Israelis.
After Sadat’s visit, the countries started and stopped several rounds of indirect
negotiations under the auspices of Jimmy Carter’s Geneva Peace Plan—conducted through the
UN—there was no progress from the last separation of forces agreement towards an amenable
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peace. Frustrated by the lack of progress and action after Sadat’s speech, Israeli public opinion
began to wane on the viewpoint of peace. A chasm appeared in the factions supporting peace, but
under varying demands. One segment of the public, the religious right, held a firm belief that the
West Bank—Judea and Samaria—was integral the Land of Israel and therefore should become
part of the Jewish state.
The other portion of the public believed the land should eventually, regardless of the
form of government there, be given to the Palestinian people. The views on peace from the many
political perspectives in the country remained favorable to peace up to the Camp David Accord,
but their tone about the content became more critical and skeptical about the “kind” of peace
they would get with Egypt—a cold peace or a warm one. By the last day of the Camp David
Summit conference there had been little change in Israeli public opinion compared to before the
conference. The opinion on the prospective outcome of the Camp David summit was the center
of the discussion on the final day of talks. While the right wing was more favorable to the
agreement, citing its provision of separate agreements between Israel and Egypt and the plan for
facilitating Palestinian autonomy, the left wing criticized the agreement claiming that the result
of Camp David was merely a plan to continue negotiating rather than a plan to implement peace.
The findings here are significant for they impact the context within which the
government of Israel was operating. Begin held firm in his position on not relinquishing control
of the West Bank because his segments of his coalition demanded it, he himself believed in the
territorial integrity of the West Bank, and public opinion would support it. Likewise, we now
understand that mismanagement of security issues in Israel, such as the mishandling of the
preparation for an attack before the Yom Kippur War, can influence public opinion enough to
remove a ruling government from power like the Labor party in 1977.
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The fluctuation of public opinion on peace is significant because it explains what events
can sway public opinion during the peacemaking process. Grand gestures for peace, like Sadat’s
visit to Jerusalem have great impact on swaying public opinion. The sincerity of Sadat’s
intentions were clear when his plane landed at Ben Gurion Airport, and the Israeli people took
that message to heart—evident in their wide spread support for direct peace negotiations with
Egypt.
The fluctuation also points to the fact that stalling efforts over technical issues can sour
Israeli public opinion about the prospects of a peace deal. After ten months of little progress after
Sadat’s visit to the Knesset, the Israeli pubic was beginning to lose faith that a deal could be
struck. By the end of the Camp David Accords, the public generally accepted the framework for
peace, but for varying reasons took issue with some of its contents including the demolition of
Israeli settlements in the Sinai and the lack of a plan for future Palestinian autonomy.
Now there is an understanding of how public opinion can either support or sway
government actions; but what remains for further study is how public opinion changed following
the signing of the comprehensive peace deal in March 1979. With a more detailed and refined
agreement, public opinion surely changed following the Camp David summit frameworks for
peace. This research would be especially insightful because it could help explain what aspects of
the peace deal were harder to win public opinion support on, and which aspects of the deal were
easy to gain public support. All of these insights can give further insight for peace negotiations
today, explaining why past attempts to reignite negotiations between Israel and the Arabs have
failed.
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Appendix
1. Editorial column from Davar newspaper on June 6, 1967.
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2. Translation of article in Appendix 1.
“We Will Stand the Test” – Davar – 6 June 1967 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes
So, war. Not a war we wanted, not a war we started – but the war in which we are willing
to stand the test, confident in the ability of the IDF (Israeli Defense Forces) to foil the
conspiracies of our enemies and defeat the attackers.
Israeli soldiers came yesterday to a battle that was forced upon us. They came with the
most important of IDF weapons, unparalleled by Egypt’s army, and Jordan’s and Syria’s:
recognition is rooted in the IDF commanders and officers, if they manage defensive war, they
will be battling for the existence of this nation – and they were told they had to win not for
reasons of prestige, not for expansion for economic benefit, and not to take over something, but
because our souls desire it.
This is one of the IDF’s sources of superiority, and it joins a second important source of
human superiority in education and knowledge. But our situation was a bastard, it cannot be
based on both of these top sources, on them the military law of their training and equipment.
The IDF in all divisions and ranks is well-trained and coordinated as a result of a
prolonged and continuous effort – better than ever before – thanks to the far-sighted investments
invested by those in charge of the defense system in the past years. Army command is
experienced and resourceful at all levels – and it is the army of the people.
More will be recalled on the history of this war we have opened from all sides. And on
the very first day great accomplishments were achieved, and the air forces of the countries that
attacked were severely beaten – like the rest of the planning and implementation capacity of the
army, the fighting ability of pilots and soldiers was used to protect them. But it is not yet time to
finish the task, while we are in the midst of battle. We still need all our strength and mental trust
to meet the test.
We will be safe in our righteousness and united in our ranks. We will stand in the
knowledge that we can only rely on ourselves – because all our efforts for a political solution
bore no fruit. We will encourage much sympathy from enlightened thinkers from different parts
of the world for the many struggles in front of us.
We will stand with them, emboldened by their identification with us as our Jewish
brothers. We will meet the test.
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3. Editorial column from Haaretz newspaper on October 8, 1973.
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4. Translation of article in Appendix 3.
“A Comfortable Hour to Exploit” – Haaretz – 8 October 1973 – translation by Daniel Gerdes
The political circumstances surrounding the war that Israel conducted against Egypt and
Syria are not fundamentally uncomfortable for us. Maybe the decision not to conduct a
preemptive attack cost us a higher price to pay on the battlefield - in order to end the initial
achievements that the invading armies won for themselves - thanks to the initiative that was left
in their hands; but from the international reverberations there is weight to the fact that the UN
Observers, that are not suspected of bias in our favor, were forced to report that the Egyptians
and Syrians crossed the ceasefire line.
The President of the US instructed Dr. Kissinger to act for the cease fire agreement. But
the actions of the American Foreign Minister (Secretary of State) should not be considered, up to
now, outside the routine diplomatic procedures usually implemented towards the first phase of
the power effort. The movements of the [US Navy’s] Sixth Fleet cannot be interpreted as a
gesture of sympathy to those Arab states which want to eliminate Israel, the same goes for the
removal of the majority of Soviet advisors and their families from Egypt and Syria. This hints at
the reluctance of the Soviets to be involved in an Egyptian-Syrian war against us.
It seems, therefore, that there is a sort of mutual understanding between the two
Superpowers to leave it to the Middle East to determine the struggle amongst themselves; and it
was always claimed that this is what is needed: that the regional powers will be given the
(responsibility) to find the balance based on the relative real powers between them, and this
means that the Soviets do not aid and will not actively give aid to Egypt and Syria. We cannot
hope for more favorable circumstances.
Consequently, we need to exploit the opportunity which may perhaps pass, and the time
he have at our disposal is not unlimited. From the nature of things, the phase of the holding
battles was especially difficult. And even though the limited forces that stood in breach against
the invading troops wrote many honorable pages in the history book of IDF fighting, we will
have to make a super great effort in order to shorten as much as possible the amount of time
required to pass before we can move to concentrated counter attacks. The UN General Assembly
will convene today; Britain and West Germany demanded to convene the Security Council; the
political clock already began to tick, and we should not assume that the Soviets who are not
interested in being involved in military operations, will withhold from Egypt and Syria their
political support. The removal of the SAS missiles from yesterday points towards that. All this
might have an influence eventually also on the leaders of the US.
Our hearts go out to our soldiers on the fronts. In them we have confidence that they will
do the job until they repel the last invaders. Those who are in charge of them need to know that
the super effort, that the army is asked to do, is conducted within a certain political framework.
We should exploit this opportune hour before it passes.
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5. Editorial column from Jerusalem Post newspaper on October 8, 1973.
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6. Editorial column from Maariv newspaper on October 8, 1973.
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7. Translation of article in Appendix 6.
“The Concern for Peace is Too Late” – Maariv – 8 October 1973 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes
On the first day of the war, when the initiative was entirely in the hands of the Arabs, and
the huge Egyptian and Syrian forces stormed the small units and the sparse defense posts on the
cease fire line, nobody talked about the need to call a meeting of the Security Council in order to
demand a cease fire.
Only on the second day, when the Arab armies were blocked in most areas, and our first
reserve forces arrived in the front and balanced the power, the states rose to action. The countries
of Great Britain and West Germany decided that there was a need for an initiative to call together
the Security Council. Italy called on European Union countries to act together in order to save
the peace. And President Nixon urgently instructed his Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, to
ask for a meeting of the Security Council.
This worry, that was awoken in the capitals in the West once the Arabs reached the peak
of the advantages that they could produce from their sudden attack, was very, very desirable to
Cairo and Damascus. This was, from the beginning, the political goal of the new war which they
had started.
They did not delude themselves that they could defeat Israel, they did not believe that
they could hold the areas beyond the cease fire lines for long. They hoped for only one thing:
that they would have, with their initial power and surprise attack, the first gains; and that these
gains would be able to remain in their hands, upon which the Security Council will order a cease
fire just as enemy forces prepare to counterattack.
This thing that the Egyptians and the Syrians hope for will not advance and will not be.
The Israeli Government has made clear, from the moment the Arab armies opened their
campaign that this war will end with the expulsion of the invaders, not by the orders of the
United Nations.
The aggressions of the Egyptians and the Syrians will not win international prizes, and
the situation on the borders will not be frozen in the moment the Arabs expected a crushing
defeat. After the phase of containment of the Arab invasion there will be an Israeli counterattack;
and if the United Nations asserts that the aggressions of the Arabs is not risking peace, but the
Israeli defense is the one that obligates an international intervention, we will have to clarify to
them that this one sided approach is rejected by the Government and people in Israel, an absolute
and total rejection.
We did not decide when the war will start, but we will decide when it will end. The UN
did not prevent the Arab aggression, and they have no moral right to prevent an Israeli
counterattack.
“The Difficult Path to Victory” – Maariv – 8 October 1973 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes
This time—in the Yom Kippur War—the path to victory is harder, longer, and bloodier.
And this for two reasons:
We preferred this time not to strike the enemy armies preemptively and left in their hands
the initiative of starting the war. It was a cold consideration - for political reasons and also the
government that decided on that, and also the IDF that the burden of war was put upon it while it
is in the first phase of the battles in a condition of defense and restraint of the enemy forces—
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they knew well that the first phase of battle will be the hardest. The price will be more expensive
but the victory will be greater. Not only from a political and military perspective: the enemy will
learn a lesson that even if the initiative is in his hands, he doesn’t have the power to win against
Israel.
And also will learn, it isn’t in their hands to “liberate by force what was taken by force,”
on the contrary this war only will preserve the control of Israel in the areas that they wanted to
[control], and the negotiation path will now be more difficult because the Yom Kippur War
blocked with the first shots the opportunity for peace.
Second: from both military and economic reasons we were not able to concentrate forces
for six years and more since the Six Day War, great powers that will stand in proportion to the
concentration of huge enemy manpower and equipment. Therefore the Israeli formation was
inferior in comparison to the enemy formation and from the beginning was built to stop and
defend in the first phase of the restarting of the fire in the enemy’s initiative.
And indeed we are in the final stages of containment and while the front line forces in the
north and south lines stand in difficult battles to repel the Arab armies to the lines from which
they began - reserve forces that were drafted are preparing for a counter attack.
This military development was expected immediately after the first shot was heard. This
was the estimate that the Defense Minister declared an hour or two after the start of the
campaign; and it was the estimate of the central command, as it was presented to the government
when they decided to avoid preemptive strike.
Therefore the public needs to see the Yom Kippur War from this perspective, different
from the two previous wars—Kadesh War [1956 - the Suez Crisis] and the Six Day War. In both
recent wars we started the attack with preemptive strikes; whereas in this war, that was imposed
upon on us, the attack phase will come only at the end of the defense and restraint phase.
But as in two previous wars, we will conduct the attack phase when our aircrafts control
completely the skies of the battlefield.
Compared to the Six Day War, when in Israel, in the Jewish world, and also the nonJewish world—the dominant feeling was that we were in a war of existence, a war of life or
death, this time, though we still are in the defensive stage there is no doubt—not at home and not
outside—that we will win, and cripple the enemy forces.
The difficult war continues, but there is no doubt how it ends. And it will not come
according to the UN Security Council but from the hands of the Israelis.
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8. Editorial column from Davar newspaper on October 8, 1973.
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9. Translation of article in Appendix 8.
“The Yom Kippur War” – Davar – 8 October 1973 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes
It appears that the name “Yom Kippur War” – that was first used after the holiday in the
commentary of Chaim Herzog – will go down in history like the (term) “Six Days War.”
No matter what the nature of the fighting in the coming days, the choice of Yom Kippur
by the Arab armies for their combined attack date will remain a sure indication of the fourth war
that the neighboring countries forced upon Israel.
This was an initiated attack war, and a clear defense war on our part. Planners of the
attack made a simple calculation: in this day of fasting, Israeli citizens and soldiers will be more
exhausted than on any other day. But it seems the attackers forgot two factors:
*Indeed, the fasting is causing physical exhaustion, but in Yom Kippur there is a spiritual
food, which strengthens the soul of the average Jewish person more than on any other day in the
year. And (this) refers not only to the masses who prayed in the synagogues, but for those who
were in their house and in the outdoor and enjoyed the quietest day, from the day of absolute rest
in the country.
*The concentration of the majority of citizens in the synagogues and in their homes, and
the absence of vehicular traffic on the roads –eased the work of recalling the draftees more than
in any regular work day and any normal transportation day.
It is possible, therefore, that accounting for Yom Kippur in the enemy planning was
fundamentally wrong, and did not pay off compared to the anger that this tactic aroused, not only
in the Jewish world but also among other people who condemn this violation of sanctity of the
great holiday.
If Yom Kippur is usually the day that unites the Jewish world, the power of this Yom
Kippur certainly will in this respect, be stronger than every other Yom Kippur, the alarm will not
fall short from the arousing, unifying and uniting power of the Six Days War. – Hillel Danzig
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10. Editorial column from Haaretz newspaper on January 23, 1974.
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11. Translation of article in Appendix 10.
“Deterioration in the Coalition-Building Process” – Haaretz – 23 January 1974 – Translation by Arie Zmora

Watching the events in Israel, it seems, that there are two parallel systems of living: on
the one hand - an intensive dealing with issues crucial to national security, a direct result of the
Yom Kippur War. These issues were not resolved in the agreement of the separation of forces.
Only a naïve person will believe that the territory between the Mitla-Gidi passes and the Suez
Canal will satisfy the hunger of the Egyptians. Moreover, it seems that the appetite of the
Egyptians will further increase as they realize that they can achieve via political means what they
could not get via military means.
Therefore, it can be expected, that after a short hiatus, pressure will be renewed to bring
an overall agreement to the region. Under these circumstances, which require the utmost
mobilization of mental and analytical skills, I see a vision that is perplexing. We are forced to
review the coalition building negotiations where the major drama moves along crucial issues
like: preventing deceit in Kashrut, who is a Jew? status quo, etc.
A Government Needs to be Constructed
On its face, these issues are important for part of the public. One may argue, life goes on,
and it requires dealing with these issues as well. And yet, there is not real conviction in arguing
these points. Those who conduct coalition-building negotiations cannot conduct them with
disconnect from the new reality created in the country. At the same time, one cannot accept the
argument that as life goes on, it requires dealing with these issues [Kashrut, who is a Jew, etc.]
when the very coexistence, composition, and its nature are subject to a crucial debate.
And yet, a government needs to be put together and the question is can it be done
differently? In my opinion, not only is it possible, it is mandatory. But in order to do it, the
partners for the coalition-building need to change dated and rigid habits of thought.
If the leaders of the parties had an obligation to their electorate, they concentrate on
issues to the existence and the future of the state of Israel. On these [issues] the negotiations for
coalition-building should concentrate.
It could have been done differently, if Labor’s (Marach) leaders were able to free
themselves from the position that, with the Likud, it is impossible. This position rises from the
realization that during negotiations for an overall agreement in the region it is forbidden to
include in the government, partners who are opposed to territorial concessions. This realization
would not be without merit if the negotiations were with the bloc of Herut-liberals. In that bloc
there was a majority to Begin and his men, and there was a point to assume that partnership with
them means sabotaging the Geneva Conference before it reached its phase of implementation.
However, in place of GAHAL [Herut-liberals] we have the Likud, and the basis for the
Labour assumption lost its grounds. Inside the Likud a war bloc was created, Mercatz Hofshi –
(Free Center) – national list. Their members clearly support compromise. This bloc has 22
members inside the Likud vis-à-vis 17 members in Herut. The argument that Begin is the
determining factor in the Likud is just an excuse which means to prevent any possibility of
bringing the Likud to the coalition. As one may recall, the decision on withdrawal of GAHAL
from the government was decided on one vote. Therefore it is possible to assume that, on matters
of the highest national security concern Begin may find himself in the minority with Likud, if his
positions will not be accepted by his partners.
Polarized Positions
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No one suspects that among the Liberals, Mercatz Hofshi, and BAAM there are
individuals close to Luba Eliav. And yet even in the Marach (Labor) one can trace polarized
(diverse) points of view. It is totally unclear if the gap between the view of Pinhas Supir and the
Prime Minister is different than between him and the Liberals’ points of view, and if Sapir and
Golda can overcome differences, let alone Dayan. It is hard to understand why they cannot
accommodate others like: Simha Ehrlich, Aryeh Dulzin, and even Shmuel Tamir. This is
especially true, in the near future there are no major issues that require heart-breaking decision
making.
If it is assumed – as is the case – that the major partner for the Geneva talks, at least in
the coming months, is Egypt, then the gap between most of the positions of Labor and Likud is
minimal. The fate of the Sinai Desert is free from the sentimental burden associated with Judea
and Samaria.
As far as there is a dispute between the two parties, it does not revolve around the size of
the territories that should be returned. Rather about what would be gained in return. If this is the
case it is important that decisions on these matters would be accepted by large numbers of the
public’s representatives.
It is possible that such an agreement would be harder to achieve among Likud members
and easier among MAFDAL and independent liberals. However, here we are not dealing with a
government corporation or the economic system. Israel today cannot afford easy solutions, the
citizens of the country clearly want to make sure that decisions in the future would be made after
examinations of all angles with cooperation and input of most of the positions of the public’s
representatives.
No Bombastic Headlines
The only effort made so far to include the Likud in the coalition negotiations is reflected
in the demand of the MAFDAL to establish a national emergency government – but if it was that
the chiefs of MAFDAL were firm and honest in their demand – then they would have put it as a
condition to the continuing of the negotiations. Since they did not do this, and because in fact it
is now clear that they will go into a small government, it is hard to shake the impression that the
requirement does not go beyond paying lip service to quiet and silence Zebulon Hammer and
Yehuda Ben Meir.
It is possible that if the heads of Marach agreed to negotiate with the Likud they would
have discovered that the coalition partnership between them is not impossible. And then the
religious parties could have allowed them to join, but without imposing demands that the hour is
not right for them. There is not, therefore, a need for bombastic headlines like Likud or
emergency government, but certainly there is every reason to strive to create a broad,
parliamentary basis as broad as possible for the incoming government.
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12. Editorial column from Jerusalem Post newspaper on January 23, 1974.
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13. Editorial column from Maariv newspaper on January 23, 1974.
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14. Translation of article in Appendix 13.
“Obligation and Guidance” – Maariv – 23 January 1974 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes
The Knesset gave its blessing yesterday to the disengagement agreement between Israel
and Egypt after speakers for the government defended it in a tone that was much more restrained
than when the agreement was presented around the time of its signing.
If in the beginning it was portrayed as a political victory of Israel which was made
possible by a complete change that happened in the Egyptian position, yesterday it was
introduced as the best possible thing that could be achieved in existing circumstances, and “a
distinct change in the position of Egypt” no longer played a role in the government’s argument.
The main argument that was heard yesterday in the debate in the Knesset was, that the
willingness of Egypt to open the canal and to rebuild the cities on [the Suez Canal’s banks] is
what creates the feeling that Cairo is heading towards peace. The Defense Minister added that it
will not be possible for the Egyptians to maintain bridges over the canal for the rapid transfer of
armored forces, if shipping traffic is to be conducted. But the Egyptian willingness to open the
canal does not appear in the agreement signed by the parties. There is not a trace of such an
intention, and even more – such a commitment. If this is the justification, and hope is based on it,
and it is the foundation for optimism, then it has to be emphasized that it is not a part of the
agreement; it is part of the clarifications that were given by the US Secretary of State to the
Israeli government in regards to the intentions of the Egyptians.
According to the explanations given by Dr. Kissinger on his return from Washington,
there were certain things that both the parties were not ready to say to each other in public, and
all because – not to commit themselves to a formal agreement. But they were ready to say them
to a third party, with the understanding that the third party will reveal them discreetly to the
opposing party. The Egyptian intention to open the canal was the first of these.
From a formal point of view there is not this intention like Dr. Kissinger’s impression
from the Egyptian’s intentions. He wrote this intention, along with numbers of others, in a
document that was given to the Israeli Government. But this action is not owed to the Egyptians,
to himself, or to the United States. The evaluation that the Egyptian Government intends to do
from a certain method – with no certainty will become the action.
The agreement yesterday won a firm majority in the Knesset. However, the values and
intentions that inform [the Knesset] will be tested in several ways. If indeed it is based
completely on what is not in it, then it will be necessary to wait and see if what is not in it will
come true just as Israel’s commitment is written in express language.
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15. Editorial column from Davar newspaper on January 23, 1974.
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16. Translation of article in Appendix 15.
“The First Political Action of the Knesset” – Davar – 23 January 1974 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes

The Knesset gave the blessing last night to the Egyptian-Israeli agreement to separation
of forces, which the government signed last week, and the signal was given to start the execution
of the agreement the day after tomorrow. The extended – and often emotional – political debate
that preceded the confirmation vote does not raise a lot of new points in the arguments of those
who are for or against, and the procedure of the debate moved on as was more or less expected,
so was it expected that likely the vast majority of the Knesset would vote in favor of the
agreement. But it appears to us, that perhaps more than ever the parliamentary support, which the
government won this time, reflected the prevailing mood among the vast majority of the people
of Israel about the value of the agreement at kilometer-101.
This assessment does not ignore the fact that the agreement as a whole is not all an
advantage in terms of the Israeli view and that no doubt, that theoretically it was possible to draw
better lines than those in fact agreed to. But the sober view of reality that was created after the
war and the consideration of emerging prospects of preventing the renewal of fire and
arrangements brought Israel to take the calculated risk of this agreement for separation of forces.
When it comes to “calculated risk” do not forget the necessary meaning of the combined words:
while the word “risk” indicates mainly the concessions on positions that in case of war they
might give us a significant advantage, the word “calculated” means, that despite these
concessions, the status of Israel remains strong and no concessions involve creating a situation of
military inferiority.
The power of Israel, which has been shown again in the Yom Kippur War, has enabled us
to make this first leap towards the realization of our underlying aspirations – the desire for peace.
The decision of last night, the first political act imposed upon the eighth Knesset, is an
expression of the desire and willingness that exists in Israel to exhaust every opportunity for
realizing this ambition.
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18. Translation of article in Appendix 17.
“Let’s not Miss an Hour of Opportunity” – Haaretz – 20 November 1977 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes

The visit of the Egyptian President collapsed one of the obstacles – if not the main
obstacle – that had been standing on the path of dialogue between the Arab world and us: PanArab hesitation to refer to the State of Israel as one of the countries in the region that her right to
exist should not be undermined. His immediate response to the Prime Minister’s invitation has a
dual significance – thanks to its symbolism it fundamentally changes the political picture.
Therefore, it is not an exaggeration in describing the visit as “historic.”
But it is not enough in mere admiration for the ceremonial signs as astoundingly as they
excite the heart. We should exploit this desirable time to promote the cause of peace. In the
meetings between the guest and his hosts we must lay the foundation blocks on which the house
of peace is built.
We must assume that Anwar al-Sadat wants peace with us, and respect the sincerity of his
intention especially given the opposition that his initiative is raising in some parts of the Arab
world. We note that Sadat stressed before his departure that he is not authorized to speak only on
behalf of Egypt, but we will do better if we take that into account, even as Egypt’s President he
sees himself linked to the Arab world. As the peculiar problems of his country are close to his
heart – Anwar al-Sadat cannot and will not want to break away from the general Arab camp of
which he wants to be recognized as the leader.
The government, therefore, will do well if they discuss with him all the problems that
exist and stand between Israel and the Arab states. We may expect for him to reveal a
willingness to discuss all of them, with the understanding of the interests of the Israeli
negotiators. It must be especially understood that the PLO cannot be accepted by us as a
neighbor: there exists no way of establishing a third state in the Land of Israel—as defined at the
time by the British Mandate—that can provide for our essential security interests.
On the other hand now comes, too, the time our government has to calculate its steps in
the direction that will enable the Egyptian President to return to his country as an Arab leader
who is able to solve the Palestinian problem. To the President of Egypt, that came to Jerusalem,
that gave a speech to the Knesset, and that prayed at the al-Aqsa mosque and thus ignored the
propaganda against the reunification of the city under Israeli rule – to such an Arab leader we
have to say without any embellishments that we do not want, in the long run, to have control
over the more than one million Arabs in Judea, Samaria and the Gaza Strip. The Israeli
government can say – and must say – to the President of Egypt that it agrees – while changing
the lines of the armistice agreements of 1949, so far as our security allows it – to the design of
permanent borders which will keep the majority of the Palestinians outside the state of Israel, so
that they will be in cooperation with their own people in Jordan, to express the Arab-Palestinian
identity.
The path should now be clear to arrangement “on all settings” that will make it easy for
Egypt to dedicate to take care of its internal problems, without feeling the need to devote
excessive parts of its resources to maintain an army and prepare for a new war. The government
of Israel as established following the election of the ninth Knesset, is strong enough to give her
contribution to making peace – namely: for running a policy of territorial compromise in the
parts of the country that are the most sensitive from several points of view. To Menachem Begin,
even the most obstinate opposition to the division of Israel will believe that, at the end of the day,
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it is necessary to separate between historical-religious ideal and between the imperative regional
and international political reality. The opposition countries, which their leaders argued in the past
that their governments do not have a wide enough public and parliamentary basis, will be able
not to support a courageous decision of the government that two thirds of the Knesset are united
behind.
We should not miss this opportune hour. The state of Israel as a Jewish democratic state,
because her enemies will compromise with her, is worth the price that is bound to concession
because of the “country’s unitedness.”
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20. Editorial column from Davar newspaper on November 20, 1977.
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21. Translation of article in Appendix 20.
“Responding to Courage with Courage” – Davar – 20 November 1977 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes

It is true, we should not build a set of exaggerated expectations, we should not depart
from the assumption that the political courage of the Egyptian President promises the opening of
an era of peace. And certainly there is a place for suspicion because of the shrill sounds from
different Arab countries accompanying this dramatic visit, which they do leave no room for
doubt that they have a big camp that aspire to torpedo the initiative of President Sadat by all
means.
This fact does not disappear from the eyes of an ordinary Israeli: that even he understands
that a great distance exists between the breaking of the psychological barrier and between
establishing the peace. And everyone is aware that the danger of deterioration and rekindling [of
hostilities] still exists.
And nonetheless hope rises above the sobriety. And in our heart and in our conscience is
deeply etched the strong impression of the historic event at Ben Gurion Airport last night. Every
house in Israel watched it. Also after all that we have heard and all that we have read up to that
moment, on what would be expected and its significance; after all, the unmediated experience
almost realized for us the historic magnitude of the event.
President Sadat and his entourage of government personalities, and also the many
journalists that are forming the Egyptian public opinion that came to report the event, will be
able to witness in their own eyes that the warm welcome of President Sadat was not only the fruit
of the political decision and of ceremonial protocol. But it reflects the heart-felt-feelings of the
citizens of Israel.
Even though the frame of this historic meeting does not allow for concrete negotiations
we would like to hope that it will strengthen the visitor’s feeling that there is an impetus for
negotiation and that there is a chance for its success, also from the aspect of the territorial price
that Israel is ready to pay for achieving piece.
If President Sadat took it upon himself the risk that is in his trip to Israel—and it should
be assumed that this was a calculated risk—it encumbered upon us that he could see for himself
that Israel’s longing for peace is expressed not only with the respect and sincerity that we
showered him with here. But with the political approach that will open real dialogue and
settlement. The eyes of the whole world are currently fixed on Jerusalem; and those who aspire
to peace in the Middle East—in contrast from the parties that want to continue to build the
conflict—expect that Israel will know to respond with daring toward daring. This thing we have
obligated first and foremost to ourselves, as our essential need.
We believe that this obligation is to not miss an opportunity. This is accepted by a large
majority of the people of Israel—and is the foundation of hope that will be the prayer carried in
all of our hearts—the prayer that this first status, all its components rid of political and
psychological significance, will be the beginning of a new chapter in relations and a first-step to
the aspired peace.
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23. Editorial column from Maariv newspaper on September 1, 1978.
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24. Translation of article in Appendix 23.
“Sadat Prepares an Alibi” – Maariv – 1 September 1978 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes
In the best tradition of organized spontaneity, demonstrations in support of President
Sadat flood now the different Egyptian cities on the eve of the conference at the “Camp David”
summit.
The demonstrators carry banners and flags, on some blood painted inscriptions are
written. The general spirit of these demonstrations is to strengthen the hands of the President in
his demands against Israel.
The irony of fate, or if you want, the mockery of democracy in the face of the one party,
in fact, authoritarian Egyptian regime – is that in Israel this weekend is expected to be a large
demonstration by “Peace Now” about the summit conference and in it there will be placards –
that indirectly and without any malicious intention, will strengthen the hands of those who put
pressure on the Israeli government.
But the “spontaneous” solidarity rallies in Egypt’s cities are only one page of Egyptian
strategy toward the Camp David summit. The second page of the same strategy – apparently
approved yesterday by the national security council – is the articles and commentaries currently
published in the Egyptian media – and this of course in the best tradition of the organized
journalism controlled and directed from the top – which prepares ahead of time for Sadat an alibi
in case of (or towards) the failure of the conference.
The chief newspapers of Egypt and Radio Cairo already tell – even before the preparation
work on conference halls in the resort near Washington was completed – that the Israeli
government brings with her programs that cannot be accepted by the Arabs, and in fact there was
no change in Israel’s position, etcetera, and guesswork and speculation their aim is transparent:
to put Israel on the defensive bench even before committing “an offense” of some sort.
If all these propaganda maneuvers are a psychological warfare ahead of the summit – so
be it. However if they include a hint of Sadat’s expectations for the summit and the positions that
he would take, then there is a fear that indeed the leader of Egypt will need the alibi that he
prepares for himself.
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26. Translation of article in Appendix 25.
“The Consensus and the Controversy” – Davar – 4 September 1978 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes

Citizens of the country, regardless of different perspectives, will accompany the Camp
David conference, with hope and prayer that the Prime Minister, and his entourage who represent
Israel at the triangle summit conference indeed will succeed in this historical event, and that the
chance for permanent political agreement in the region will be promoted.
This shared hope is based on a good measure of national consensus, and it is anchored in
a general recognition that peace is better than a victory, but also a general recognition that the
conditions in this part of the world must [also] ensure the essential security interests of Israel,
concretely even in a framework for peace. In other words, in addition to a more proper
arrangement of normal neighborly relations, physical and territorial security arrangements are
needed. This consensus must strengthen the position of the Israeli delegation to the summit, and
should be emphasized on the eve of its gathering.
This does not mean that there is no dispute in Israel over the extent of concessions which
Israel allowed to risk for peace. Without going into the other details, it can be said that the
differences in approach are focused on the territorial sanctity of Judea and Samaria, which is not
accepted by the entire nation. Success or lack of success of these negotiations could be affected
by these different of views.
The question remains whether, in terms of patriotic duty, should there be emphasis in
Israel on the eve of the summit on the agreements or also on the disagreements? It seems to us
that the blurring of the dispute, from patriotic considerations, would be naïve because these
things are not a secret, but it will be also a political mistake from the very same patriotic reasons.
These things are said here in connection with a demonstration by “Peace Now” on
Saturday night. The reservations that were heard in various circles of the opposition about the
timing that was set for it highlights the fact of how this movement is not subject to any party
guidance, but is an authentic expression of a large and diverse public, mostly young men, that
wants to exercise its democratic right to advocate for a more moderate political line.
Logic says that an attempt like that should be done before the decision, and not after. As
much as it is possible to understand and respecting the doubts in regard to the timing, the truth
has to be said, that the Prime Minister’s speech to the nation a few hours after the demonstration,
diffused these doubts. One of Israel’s sources of power, internally and externally, is in preserving
democracy in which, despite the siege conditions, expression of democracy is no longer able to
undermine its status, but rather strengthen it.
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28. Editorial column from Maariv newspaper on September 17, 1978.
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29. Translation of article in Appendix 28.
“A Deadline-Forced Solution” – Maariv – 17 September 1978 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes
Many signs indicate that it was President Carter who forced his two colleagues to the
Camp David Summit on the timing of the end of the conference.
It seems this was done in a desperate, last minute effort forcing the two sides – the
Egyptian President and the Prime Minister of Israel – to agree to a language or formulation that
will enable the summit to be saved from collapse – which would constitute not only a mortal
blow to the prospects of continued dialogue between the parties, but also the prestige of the
President of the United States.
We will not go far beyond that in speculation. In the last two weeks – since the start of
the summit – we failed to predict the chances, because of a lack of qualified information and
because there was no point in prophecy, when negotiations were at their peak, that not just every
day but every hour might have brought with it new developments.
We shall not get carried away, therefore, especially now – shortly before the end of the
conference – in the pessimistic speculation wave of the American media as to the final outcome.
We accept at face-value the words of the White House spokesman that the decision to end the
conference today “does not come as a result of despair,” and only add to them the analysis –
which is realistic in our humble opinion, that it does not come as a result of enthusiasm.
President Carter called on the weekend to Camp David his deputy (Vice President)
Mondale, and apparently they together put pressure on both sides to walk toward each other to
allow the US President to proclaim at the end “to the world” if not in the gospel of “Habemum
Pacem” (we have peace), at least in a declaration promising continuation of the dialogue in some
framework.
To avoid delays and additional litigation on each tag and each letter, which both sides
repeat probably for the 101st time on their positions, the Americans put the final date (deadline)
of the race: today or tomorrow at the most.
If they have not succeeded, or have not even tried (so far) to force upon Israel and Egypt
a solution complete or in part, at least they wanted and were able to force procedure: first by the
fact of deciding to convene the tripartite summit on the highest level and the framework of its
discussions (in the secluded resort, while keeping the media outside the fence) and now – by
setting of the closing date.
It can be assumed, that President Carter and his aides, are betting that the two guests go
above and beyond the norm so as not to impart upon him disappointment and failure.
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31. Translation of article in Appendix 30.
“From the Summit – No Compromise” – Davar – 17 September 1978 – Translation by Daniel Gerdes

Only today the fog surrounding the Catoctin Mountains will dissipate and the result of the
Summit Conference at Camp David will become apparent. But even now it is possible to
evaluate that what seems, on the eve of the summit, as a minimum achievement, became in
recent days the maximum achievement: no more “framework for peace agreement” – another
name for a declaration of principles – but “a framework for further negotiations.”
Is in vain destroyed almost two weeks of intensive talks between the leaders of Israel,
Egypt, and the United States? The spokesman for President Carter and the whole conference,
Jody Powell, said yesterday that the decision of the summit’s arbitrary severing prior to finding a
compromise is not the result of despair. But also, great hope is hard to find in this decision. The
naïve assumption that both parties to the conflict in the Middle East are in agreement “to stop
shooting and start talking” as defined by the former US Secretary of State Rogers during the
“war of attrition,” was again far from reality. Airing and investigating of all the issues at Camp
David, according to Powell, was not enough to bring Israel and Egypt to terms.
When the details of the conference’s processes will be known, it will be possible to
analyze the personal weight of Presidents Carter and Sadat and Prime Minister Begin at key
stages of the negotiations triangle. The three leaders will have to convince their target audiences
that they are not guilty in what appears at this time – at least in part – to be the failure of the
summit. Carter who almost cleared all his time from working on America’s business and his
prestige, which Prime Minister Begin promised to support, will not take off as he had hoped.
Sadat owes an explanation to Egypt and the Arab world. Begin will have to face the Israeli
public wishing to verify if indeed the security and political clear-headedness, not ideological
obstinacy, guided his steps.
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